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Hear litmttler:

\,'\.-'orl\ is too ltitltl alul lite Is too short, 'l‘lieie's so Iiltlt.ll to keep trael< ol' in your lile aiitl

‘-.o little time io «to it iii, that it seems there’s ueyer time to get anything; kltHlL‘. Jlut

litillLflll'lL.’ that you sutltleuly liatl sit) hours ltl a «lay, tiii'ie «lays iii a \-\'ee|;, aml o1} \-\'ee|\‘s
lit a. year to tltl what you l\'{lillt;‘kl to «lo. lite would he a Whole lot easier, \\'oult_lh't it?

,“l'ell, that's what \.otir I‘aluillilot tau klt) tor you—it eah help you \Lt'tjl your lite umlei'

toutrol. It eau tra-el\ tleaoliries, appoiuiueuts, eoutaets, to—tlos, aiul more, amt make

eyeu the i'tiosl harrietl oi‘ us oii—l'iiue, t h-to—tlale, atul uiulet eonti’ol. i\ll you ueetl to

«to is master your little digital touuiaii'ou (llltl learn some simple techniques tor hay—
iuu it help. you oi'§_:aiii/_t.‘ your lile.

'I'hat's What this hook \\'lll tlt) ior you. ill l't"lltll you how to use every leature ol' the

l‘aliullilot iii a sttli|7, :iiul theu show you llt)\\‘ you tau use those tealures to get your
lil'e lllltltz‘l' eoutrol \\-"hetht-'r you’re loo<iue to master the .-\tlt|ress Book, the llate

llool-y, the Memo Paul, the |5.\'|)t_‘use leature, the 'l'o—Ilo list, HotSyi'u', or auy other )art
oi the llaliul‘ilot, thiihoolx will help you do it ill a mattei ol' minutes. Autl it teat' ies

you how to tioutiteslu":fit‘ffid.t'i'tl_..t_i,\ your ’alml‘ilotyourseltshoultl anything;gou'ro1g
with it

 
liut it «loesu'l stop there. it: teaches yoi how to use the power in Palml‘ilot to master

\‘out' lite as well. Nee-til to make business travel easier? I show you how the lh’llltlhl ot

eau tlo it. \-'\"ahl to stu-raii'ilirie your Skllt‘tlltlt‘, make sure you «lou’t miss a u'ioiutments,
aiul eel estra tiiue iii your (lays? it's in here. Waut to iraek yottr expehses, seml LIL ta

hatl autl torlh to l'.\;t'el_, {li'ltl F eh ereate your own customized expeuse report's.) l-low
aliout maluuu sure you (lou’t miss auothei tleatllihe, or lxt.‘t.‘|’)lli}_{ trael\ ol: 'huiortau
people autl atltlrt-‘sses? "ti-ls, that/s all in here ahtl a whole lot iriore, as well. lt‘\‘L'|i.\l1(>\\'

you how you Killl use the l’alml’iloi to hook up to the luteiuet and get \-"ta| re‘l'eie

 
iiitormatiou, sueh as trayel sehetlules, husiuess «lata, the latest news, aiul more. .-'\l

you'll learh how to timl autl install new soltt-yare, sueh as proguams tor t; slug: ahel
pagii'ig,.’1r-;\\‘e||.

,-\s a houus, I'ye put l.og.gether a great til) llllt‘kl with sottu'are that will hel ) you get the
most out oi' youi' l’alml’ilot aritl Illlllit‘ your lil'e easier autl more protluetiye. r-\s the top
etlitor tor the leueruet .site 'ww'et/npeiilt = . fif‘fii _’ 0mm, l lu'iow all he hest soft-

 
\.\-‘are out there, autl |/\'e put it oiilo the (TI) lot you.

So, whether you just \\'aut to lil()\\-' the hest way to use the l’alml’ilot, or are l00lx’lli}.§
l'oi' .‘uh-‘iee ()it how to use it to get your lll'e uutlei' eoutrol, you’ll liiul it all iii this

hook—along; with tips ou l)()\\' to eare tor the little ('l‘t"{lllll't.‘, a eomprehei'isiye guitle
tor trouhleshootlug the l‘ahullilol, aiul yes, t.‘\-"t_‘l'l an alipeiulix that \-\'ill lilt-irally have
you ieaehiugf your little digital eorripahiou eritertaiuiiu: tli't.-'ersiotis aiitl stupid L igital
trielei. So give the hool< a try, Lllltl theu get your lite uiuler eoutrol. The I’alml)i|ot has

eertaiuly tloue that tor rue, aml l’iu sure it’ll (It) the same lot you as well.
l’restou tjralla
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All writing symbols and extended characters
begin with the Shift stroke in the Graffiti writing
area of your Palm III: 
 

f Symbols ahdigseidéégfitiée’rs:
a slanted Shift symbol appears

reen. The next stroke that you

ded characters shown in the

  
When the Symbol Shift is active,
in the lower-right corner of the sc
make creates the symbols or exten

following table:

Open address

Previous field Next field record
(Address (AddressMove cursor Move cursor (Address  
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Contents at a Glance

Part 1

Part 2

Introduction xxiii-xxvi

Get Ready to Take Control of Your Life: Getting I
Started with Your PalmPilot

So What Did You Buy a PalmPilot for, Anyway? 3
Ali the ways that your tiny digital companion (on make
your life easier and keep you orgruiizeti. Plus, on inside
took at what future Palms wiil ioak like.

Prepare to Get Organized: A Guided Tour of the PalmPilot 13

A unee—in-ii-iifetime, ail-expenses paid guided tour ofthe
PalmPilot. Learn how every part of the Puthiiot works,
inciuding what all those buttons, gizinos, gadgets, and
widgets do.

Time for Takeoff: Starting Your PalmPilot for the 29
First Time

Ree it up and go! insluiiing the batter}; calibrating the
screen, ruiiusting the contrast, and customizing the main
prefiu‘enees for the tray you live and work.

Organization 101: Touring the PalmPilot’s Main Screen 39
Learn how to use the Application Launcher to run all the
PalmPilot’s main programs, such as the Date Book, the
To-Do List, the Memo Pad, the Address Book, and more.

Keeping Your Life in Sync: HotSyncing Your PC and 53
PalmPilot

How to keep your life in order by HotSyncing data
between your PC and PalmPilot. Find out how to install

the Palm Desktop, how to do a HotSync for the first time,
and then become master ofyour own personal HotSync
universe.

Oh, Yeah...You Have a Computer, Too. Using the 65
Palm Desktop

its, it"s true—you can get big benefits with the Paim

Desktop software running on your computer. Here’s why it
helps, how to install and use it, and some insider’s advice

on getting the most out of it.

Organizing Your Life with Your PalmPilot 81

Digital Magic: Taking Notes with Graffiti 83
Take notes without getting ink on your hands. Get the
most out Ufl-W'lfiiifi’ with Graffiti, team about special
shortcuts and strokes to save you time, and get hints
and tips for making sure the Palmt’iiot recognizes your
hanriwritiiig—eeen if'you’re a doctor!
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8 Taking Control of the l’aiml’ilot’s Applications, Menus, 93
and Records

Get down to business: Letn'u the hurtiex nhuut running
progruntx unit working i-vith menus rnui recruits. Aisu
ieut‘u how to uttiu'h notes to retinitis, tun-i! to edit, i‘nt unit

petite—tutti use huiit—iu tips so thut you’re never at u two
when you need heip.

9 Using i’alml’ilot (Tutegorien to Organize Your Life 10]
Everything )-‘t.iit’ii ever need to know uhuut using,l cute-

gories, one of" the most puwei'fui wuys you out orgunize
your me with the t’t'thut’iiut.

it] Write 0o! Taking Notes with the Memo Pad 1.1]
(Ironing new iueums, cutegui'iziug out! setting them,

thought}; tents uuu' uttrihutes, keeping them private, unu‘
u whoie tot othoru'uts. xii-to, .vnun't strategies for using;r

the Memo Port [in nu'tking your fife nun‘e pt'tnituitii-t’.

I'I Juggling Your Busy Schedule with the Date Hook 12'!
it’s 3 ’run. Do you knot-e win-“re you’re supposed to he?
Muster your busy iifi‘, St'hetiuie i't’f'it’tiiiiix ei-t-‘nts, uiui set

uhu'uu. Lenin to keep cet't'uiu uppuiut'ineuts primte, out!
get suuut' tips for utgi'nuzing your sei'tetiuie.

12 Keeping 'I‘rack of Contacts with the Acldresss Book 135

Use the iiihh'exs Book to keep hock viewer one ufyout'
contacts. Lenin ittJi-ir‘ to t'ut'qgot'ize cunh'u‘ts out! custtnuize

the wuy they uppetuz otui to hetnn your business and to
other Putin His

13 Take Control of Your Life with the To-Do List 149

| Toke t‘outrui of'yout' iife t-i-‘ith the TELDU List so thut you
never need finger .x'rntu’thhu,r huptn'i'uui nguiu. .r'ifi'fligti pri—
tn'ities to items, tH‘t’ entegot'ies, keep some "iii-Du}; private,
tutti t'uittontize the 'i'oLDu List.

14 Time [5 Money: Tracking Your Expenses with the 163
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Leiu‘n how to recent your expenxes, categorize your
receipts, uthi tiett'iiix uhout your t'i’t‘:’ifit5, tutti ci'eut'e
expense reports with tixcet und print them.

' 15 Where Did ] Put That Note? Finding information on 175
Your l"alml"iiot

Even the most uhseiu-inhnieti (iiiitiiig us wiii he uhie to

find inn-thing rust with their t’uhni’itot. How to use the

Find coninuuu'i unn‘ n whoie host ofstt'otegies, tips, cunt
hints for finding iufiu'nintitm on your Puthiiot.
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Part 3 Using Email, Internet, and Infrared 181

Communications to Keep You in Touch

16 How to Stay in Touch with Email 183
Strange but true: You can send and receive email with

your PalmPilot in concert with your desktop PC. Also
learn to use folders and customize the Mail program any
way you want.

17 How to Use a Modem with Your PalmPilot 199

Set up the PalmPilot modem. Learn how to use it to do a

HotSync with your desktop.

18 Connecting to the World: Getting onto the Internet 211
with Your PalmPilot

Learn how to set up your PalmPilot to dial into the

Internet. Then browse the Web, directly send and receive
email, even send faxes and send and receive pages. Also
includes a list of the best PalmPilot sites online.

19 Beam Me Up, Scotty! Using the Palm III’s Infrared Port 221
Science fiction comes to life: Beam information to other

Palm IIIs using its special infrared port. And you won’t
even need Spock to show you how.

Part 4 Supercharging Your Life with the PalmPilot 231

20 Installing New Software on Your PalmPilot 233

Install any of the thousands ofprograms available onto
your PalmPilot. Find programs on the Internet, download

and install them. Lists the best programs to put onto your
PalmPilot.

21 Customizing Your PalmPilot for the Way You Live 245
and Work

Become master of the universe—or at least Czar ofyour
PalmPilot. Customize every part of your PalmPilot and
bend it to your will.

' 22 Using Reference Files with Your PalmPilot 253

. Find and use reference files of every kind—for business,
for entertainment, for travel, and for justplain fun. Learn
the best places on the Internet to get the files, and the
software you’ll need to read it all.

23 Traveling with Your PalmPilot 261

Hit the road, Iack...and take your PalmPilot along. How
it can help you prepare for a trip, make travel easier, track
expenses while you’re on the road, and more. And learn

the best tips, strategies, and techniques for using your
PalmPilot when traveling.
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Part 5 Troubleshooting and Maintenance for 271

Your Digital Companion

24 Cures for the PalmPilot’s Most Common Problems 273

Is your PalmPilot frozen? Running out of memory?
Making odd humming sounds? Here’s what to do when

any kind of trouble hits.

25 Care and Maintenance of Your Digital Companion 285

Everything you need to know to keep your PalmPilot in
tip-top condition—extending battery life, caring for its
screen, upgrading its operating system, and adding a new
memory card.

A Easter Eggs and Stupid Digital Tricks 295
Senseless but entertaining diversions for PalmPilot lovers.

Find the secret waving palm tree, look for the strange DOS
error message, visit with the mysterious two fancy guys,
drive off in the exceedingly rare taxi cab, and find the
Easter Egg Easter Egg. Yes, there’s even more.

B Glossary: Speak Like a Geek 301
A compendium ofgeeky computer terms used throughout
this book.

C What's on the CD? 307

Lists the cool software included on the CD. Also includes
installation instructions.

Index 317

Where to turn to find what you’re looking for.
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Chapter 2

Prepare to Get

Organized: A
Guided Tour of

the PalmPilot
  

n Ihisfihapter. 
F Learning about the PalmPilot’s screen, contrast controls, and backlight

buttons

’ Understanding what the application and silkscreened buttons do

* Using the Graffiti writing area

> Taking a look at what the controls in the back of the PalmPilot do

> Learning about the battery, infrared port, and serial port

 

Before you can get your life organized with your little digital companion, you first
need to know how the thing works. Before you can do that, though, you need to
know what all the little buttons, gizmos, recessed slots, and other neat things are
there for. Maybe you can‘t tell a book by its cover, but you can judge the PalmPilot by
its outer case.

In this chapter, you take guided tour of the PalmPilot. You’re going to look at the
PalmPilot’s case, screens, cradle, and other assorted features. I don’t cover in detail the

software that comes with it. For that information, turn to Chapter 4, "Organization
101: Touring the PalmPilot’s Main Screen.”

Are You Really Sure This Thing Is a Computer?
The first point to realize about the PalmPilot is that, yes, it is in fact a computer. It
may not look like one; after all, it has no keyboard, no monitor, no mouse, no disk

drives, no incomprehensible error messages, and no inane computer commands that
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sound as if they were written by someone for whom English is a seventh language,
and poorly spoken at that. I mean, can something this small, this approachable, and
dare I say it, this cute (uh oh, clearly I’ve been spending too much time alone with
my Palm III...) actually be a computer?

Yes, it can be. Inside the hard case is a little microprocessor, just like a microprocessor
is inside your PC or Mac. The PalmPilot also contains memory and built-in software
that do all the things I’ll talk about later that help you organize your life. In fact, the
PalmPilot contains more memory and power inside it than was in many of the origi-
nal desktop computers back in the dark ages of the 19805.

The major difference between the PalmPilot and PCs
and Macs is that the PalmPilot was designed for oneNTalk4.

E purpose alone: to help you get your life under con-trol. Because of that, you won’t find the wide range

$ . of software on the PalmPilot that you’ll find in a
[Q normal computer. And you won’t be able to plug all

kinds of things into it, such as scanners and print-
What microprocessor is ers—although you can hook up your PalmPilot to a
inside the PalmPilot? modem to get email and browse the Web, as you’ll

For the geeks of the world who see in Part 3, "’Using Email, Internet, and, Infrared
care about such things, the pajm Ill Communlcatrons to Keep You 1n Touch.
‘5 P°Wered bY a M°t°'°|3 68328 What you will find in the PalmPilot, though, is a lit-

‘ Ch'P' tle computer that’s been designed from the ground
up to help you organize your life, and the built—in
software helps you do just that. Because you carry it

around with you, you get information into the PalmPilot not via a keyboard or
mouse, but instead by writing with yOur stylus in a special area of the Palml-"Ilot.
Handwriting-recognition software built into the PalmPilot takes your keystrokes and
turns them into letters. You tap on the screen to do a lot of your work as well.

It’s time to start your tour of the PalmPilot. (I know, it’s not quite the same as a
guided tour of the Loire Valley in France, but on the other hand, the PalmPilot costs
only a little over $300—and just try to get a tour of the Loire at that price.) What bet-
ter place to start than the beginning, with the PalmPilot’s front panel and controls—
basically, the front of the device.

Check out the following figure, which shows you the front of the PalmPilot with all
the parts and pieces labeled. You’re looking at a Palm 111. Other versions of the
PalmPilot are similar but not identical.
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As you can see, the front of the PalmPilot has on it the following:

The screen

The power and backlight button

The application buttonsis a

lot costs

Vhat bet- The Silkscreened buttons

>ntrols— The Graffiti writing area

The flip case

The scroll buttons

with all

he Next, I describe what you need to know about each of these areas to help you organize
your life.
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Looking at the Screen
The screen, also called the display area, is the place where all the action happens.

Here, all the programs run, and you see all the stuff you’re tracking, such as your To-
Do List, memos, addresses, and calendar. The screen does more than just display

information, though. It’s also a touch screen, which means that when you run pro-

grams, you touch the screen with the stylus to perform certain tasks, such as schedul-
ing an appointment by touching on the time and date of the week when you want it
scheduled.

 
You can use things other than a stylus on the touch screen.

You use the stylus that comes with the PalmPilot on the touch screen. But nothing special in
the stylus makes the touch screen work; you can use other things as well. Some people use
their fingertips, and you can buy a variety of stylish styli as well. Be careful not to use a
normal pen or pencil on the screen, though, because writing on it with ink or pencil can

damage it

Icons (little pictures) on the screen represent all the programs in your PalmPilot. To
run a program, touch the icon with your stylus. The following figure shows the icons
on the screen.

It’s touch and go: Tap

any of the icons on the
screen to run a program. (alt DateBwk

6®
Expense HoISync Moi

6 ® 6
WVMum Pod Pref;

©ToDoLlst
 

Powering Up with the Power and Backlight Button
You want to turn on your PalmPilot? Press the power and backlight button. You want

to turn it off? Press again. Simple, no? Notice that when you turn your PalmPilot on

l' or off, it starts up or shuts off instantly, unlike a computer, which takes about two or
| three decades to do the same thing, give or take a year or two.

16
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The PalmPilot also comes with a backlight that you can turn on to make the screen

more readable. (The Pilot 1000 and Pilot 5000 didn’t have this backlight. Pity their

poor owners; they're all being fitted for glasses right now.) The backlight has a nice
kind of green eerie glow to it—kind of an underwater, aquarium-like light.

To turn on the backlight, press down the power and backlight button for about two
or more seconds (if you press down for less time, you’ll turn off the PalmPilot). To

turn off the backlight, press down again for two or more seconds (and if you press

down for less time, you’ll turn off the PalmPilot).

I can find only one problem with the backlight feature: It sucks up battery juice big
time. Use it a lot, and you’ll be changing your batteries several times a month.

 
WriteRighi-s can diminish screen glare and protect your screen.

Some people feel that the PalmPilot’s screen has too much glare on it and therefore is diffi-
cult to read. Also, screens sometimes can be scratched. You can reduce the glare and protect

your screen by buying WriteRight screen protectors at www. conceptkitchen . corn. The protec-
tors also make it feel as if you’re writing with your stylus on paper instead of on glass. A year’s

supply of 12 costs about $27.99.
 

Running Software with the Application Buttons
The application buttons are the four large buttons that run across the bottom of the
PalmPilot. You press these buttons when you want to run a particular piece of soft-
ware, such as the Memo Pad or Address List, to help you organize your life. Why are

the buttons called ”application buttons” when they, in fact, run software? They have
this name because another term for software is application.

Pictured in the following figure are the four buttons, labeled according to what pro-

gram they run when you press them.

When you’re running your PalmPilot, just press any of these buttons, and you imme-
diately switch to that program. Let me give you a little timesaving tip: If your
PalmPilot is turned off and you want to run one of these programs, you don’t need to

turn it on and then press the application button. Instead, just press the application
button. The PalmPilot turns on and jumps you right into that program.

Read this rundown on what each of the buttons does. I’ll cover all this information in

more detail in Chapter 4, ”Organization 101: Touring the PalmPilot’s Main Screen.”

17
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These four buttons run

the main programs you
use to get your life organ-
ized: the Date Book, the
Address Book, the To-Do
List, and the Memo Pad.

18

 

The left-most button with the picture of the clock in front of a

warped-looking calendar runs the Date Book. This calendar program helps you

keep track of your schedule, appointments, and meetings. Use this program, and

you’ll never again show up at the doctor’s office for an appointment that you

never scheduled—when you, in fact, are supposed to be in Denver giving a pres-
entation at the annual sales meeting.

The next left-most button button with a tiny picture of a tele-

phone runs the Address Book. Here, you keep track of names, phone numbers,
and addresses, including email addresses.

The next-to-last button with the little picture of an odd-looking

piece of paper with checks and boxes on it (skipping the scroll button) runs the

To-Do List. Here, you—well, yes, you guessed it—keep track of all the things you
have to do.

The rightmost button With the picture of a reporter’s notebook

and pen runs the Memo Pad. Not hard to imagine what the Memo Pad does—it
lets you write memos.

Date Book

Address Book

 
To-Do List

Memo Pad
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nt of a

:lps you

gram, and

at you
mg a pres-

of a tele- Make your life easier by reassigning the application buttons.

umbers, Maybe you find yourself hardly ever using the Memo Pad, but you run the PalmPilot’s
Expense program all the time to track your expenses. Wouldn't it be nice if you could run

ooking Expense byjust pressing the Memo Pad button?
runs the ' . . _ . .
hings you Yes, It would be nice, and yes, you can do It. You can reassign any of the applicatlon buttons

to run any PalmPilot program. Check out Chapter 21, “Customizing Your PalmPilot for the

tebook Way You Live and Work,” to see how to reassign buttons.
, does—it

The Scroll Buttons

Right smack dab in the center of the bottom of the PalmPilot are the scroll buttons.

On a Palm III, the buttons are combined into one large button in a kind of distended

hourglass shape. Earlier models have two separate buttons.

You use these scroll buttons to see what’s on the screen above or below what’s cur-

rently showing. You scroll through a screen by pressing these buttons. Press the up
button to scroll up, and press the down button to scroll down. (See, I told you the
PalmPilot was easier to use than a computer. If the PalmPilot were a PC, the buttons

would probably be called “Tactile-Sensation Screen Application Positioning Hardware
Modules (TSSAPHMs)” and ”up” would go down, and "down" would go up. Then Bill
Gates would try to make that a standard for the world.)

The Silhscreened Buttons

On the bottom portion of the glass front of the PalmPilot are four ”buttons" that, in
fact, aren‘t physical buttons at all; they’re button shapes that have been silkscreened

onto the glass. Tap them with your stylus, though, and they work just like buttons

and run programs or perform functions. With these buttons, unlike the application
buttons, you can’t tap on them to turn on the PalmPilot.

Pictured in the following figure are the four buttons, labeled according to what
program they run when you press them.

19
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Tap and run: Here, you

 
see the four silkscreened 6%a or
buttons and what each Q? «o
of them does when you GULF

tap on it with the stylus.

FIND

The button brings up a list of all the programs on your PalmPilot, as
you can see in the following figure. I’ll cover all these programs in more detail in
Chapter 4, ”Organization 101: Touring the PalmPilot’s Main Screen.”

You see all the programs
on your PalmPilot when

you tap on the
Applications button.  

The button runs a menu in any program that you’re currently running. A
menu on the PalmPilot isn’t something that you order food from; instead, it lists for

you all the tasks you can perform in a program you’re currently running, such as cut-
ting and copying text, adding an event to your calendar, and deleting records. The
following figure shows the Date Book’s menu. Turn to Chapter 8, ”Taking Control of
the PalmPilot’s Applications, Menus, and Records,” for more information on how to

use the menus. Not only are the menus big time-savers, but they also contain many
options that will help you organize your life better. Now if only I could find an
option that added two hours to a day, that’s one I would use all the time...

When you tap on the
Menu silkscreen button

when you’re in the Date
Book, you see this menu.  

20
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The (altulatnr button runs a calculator, which does pretty much what you would
expect a calculator to do—it calculates. (What a concept!) Tap the numbers and func-ESE tions on the calculator, and it does math magic, as you can see in the following figure.

Doing math magic is easy
on the PalnzPilot when

you use the Calculator: 

 

9t as The Find button helps you find stuff on your PalmPilot. Tap on the button, and you
1n get a screen, as you can see in the following figure, that lets you type in a word to

search. Then tap UK, and you find every single item on your PalmPilot that includes
that word—whether it be a name or address, a To-Do item, or an entry in the Date
Book. You name it; the PalmPilot finds it. Now if it could only find those socks that
keep vanishing from my dryer.

You can search using the

PalmPilot’s Find feature.

The Graffiti Writing Area
A f Finally, a way to write graffiti without being arrested for vandalism. To get informa-;ts or

tion and other stuff (stuff: a technical term meaning ”things”) into your PalmPilot,
as CUt' you use a stylus to write in the Graffiti area, shown in the following figure. To write
The things, you use a special kind of alphabet called Graffiti. It’s a lot like the regular
101 Of alphabet, with only a few minor changes. I’ll cover more details about Graffiti in
3‘” to Chapter 7, “Digital Magic: Taking Notes with Graffiti.nany

l Write numbers here Write Grafi‘iti without
Write letters here Division mark getting arrested for van-

dalism: You enter text

6 and numbers into your
" a P 1 Fl th0‘31“}: amio ere.

1|?CULP’SO

FIND
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The Graffiti area is divided into two sections. On the left section, you write letters. On
the right section, you write numbers. Believe it or not, when people start using the
PalmPilot, one of the biggest mistakes they make is trying to write numbers in the let-
ter area. Don’t do it. It won’t work. The first time I tried it, I wanted to write the

number 5270836, and it came out Sztobyg, which sounds a lot like the town in Poland
where my grandfather grew up.

Notice that the letters abc are printed on the lower-left corner of the Graffiti area, and
the numbers 123 are printed on the lower-right corner. They’re available to help you
put in text and numbers. Tap on the button next to abc, and a little keyboard pops up
with all the letters of the alphabet. Tap a letter on the keyboard, and you input that
letter. Tap on the little button near the 123, and a number keyboard pops up instead.
You’ll find this feature is a great help for inputting oddball characters (and no, it’s not
me I’m talking about) such as > or %.

 
Use Graffiti cheat sheets.

When you buy a PalmPilot, you get a set of Graffiti recognition stickers, which are essentially
cheat sheets that show you the Graffiti alphabet, for quick reference. If you have a Palm ill or
higher, you can make sure they’re always at hand by trimming them slightly and pasting them
inside the Palm’s flip cover. That way, whenever you’re unsure of how to write a character, the
answer is staring you right in the face.

Flipping About the Flip Case
The flip case is a plastic case that comes with the Palm III and later PalmPilots. When
you want to use your PalmPilot, you flip up the case. When you’re done, flip it down.
The metal case protects the screen and the front of the PalmPilot. If you’re fashion-
minded, you should know that you can replace your flip case with a different-colored
one. Fuchsia, anyone?

Okay, now it’s time to turn your PalmPilot on its back. Don’t worry; it won’t be upset.
It’s used to this kind of thing.
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Prepare to Get Organized: A Guided Tour of the PalmPilot

Back here, you find a variety of things that you don’t use as commonly as all the
gizmos, gadgets, and widgets on the front of your PalmPilot. I’m not saying that this
stuff isn’t important; in fact, without all the things hidden back here, your PalmPilot
couldn’t run.

Check out the following picture, which shows all the different things on the back of
the PalmPilot—in this instance, on a Palm III. As you can see, the back of the
PalmPilot has on it the following:

A stylus

A reset button

A contrast wheel

A battery cover

An infrared beaming port

A HotSync connection, also called a serial port (By the way, this serial port looks
very different from the one on your computer, so don’t look for one like that here.)

Stylus Infrared beaming port
 

The world turned upside
down: Here, you see the
back of the PalmPilot.

Reset button

I iiilllliifll.rlllililllililll:oauacsevax

wfla-fé'ée veil
Contrast wheel

Battery cover

Screws for removing the case

   
-. _____ _ _ ' HotSync connection

I_ or serial port 
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Next, you learn what you need to know about each of these elements before getting
your life organized.

The Stylish Stylus
The stylus slips into a slot in the back of your PalmPilot. You use it to write Graffiti
and use the touch screen. The Palm III and higher comes with a stylus with a metal
barrel that feels more comfortable and substantial than the all-plastic stylus that came

on earlier models. You can also buy a replacement stylus if you want.

The Reset Button

Sometimes bad things happen to good people. Yes, even to you. And to your
PalmPilot as well. Your PalmPilot could freeze, lock up, and appear to go kaput. When

you try to turn it off by pressing on the ' button, it doesn’t even turn off. It
just sits there, refusing to move or do anything, like a stubborn child. More often
than not, you have this problem because you’ve installed some kind of software that
doesn’t get along with your PalmPilot.

So what to do? You need to reset your PalmPilot. At this point, the little reset button
comes in. Well, it’s not really a button; it’s more a tiny little hole, but everyone calls
it a button. To reset your PalmPilot, you need to push in that little button inside the
hole. If you own a Palm III or higher, screw off the top of your stylus to find a little
wire-like thing you can use. If you don’t have a Palm III, straighten out a paper clip
and use it to push the button. Push only until you hear a click. If you push too hard,
you could damage the PalmPilot. By the way, some engineers, who know about such
things, worry that using a paper clip could cause damage because it’s metal pushing
against metal. They recommend instead using a toothpick.

You can perform three kinds of resets with your PalmPilot, depending on how bad a
I problem you’ve come across: a soft reset, a warm reset, or a hard reset. You can do
i each as follows:

I ‘ This type of reset turns off your PalmPilot and unfreezes it. Now
you’re ready to start work again. No damage done. You perform a soft reset by
pushing the wire on top of your stylus or a paper clip inside the reset button.

You try this type of reset if, for some reason, the soft reset
doesn’t solve the problem. Soft resets might not solve some kinds of startup
problems. For these problems, you might have to do a warm reset. To do a warm
reset, press down on the button. While you’re pressing it, push the
wire on top of your stylus or a paper clip inside the reset button. When you do a

I warm reset, none of your data is erased; it remains safe. Any add—ons or patches
you added to the PalmPilot, however, are erased.

. . This type of reset is more hardcore than a warm reset or a soft
reset. Use it only if you have to—in other words, if a soft reset doesn’t work. A
hard reset erases all the information you’ve put into your PalmPilot—and I
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Chapter 2 > Prepare to Get Organized: A Guided Tour of the PalmPilot_._._.—_—_—___________

mean everything, including your name. It basically puts the PalmPilot back to
the way it was when you unpacked it from the box. This is not a good thing. To
do a hard reset, hold down the nu “a” button and push the wire on top of your
stylus or a paper clip inside the reset button. You then get a message asking
whether you really, really want to do a hard reset. If you do, press the up but-
ton. If you don’t, press the anll button.

 
I If you do a hard reset, you probably figure your life is gone; all your appointments, your

contacts, your To-Do List, and everything else have vanished. Don’t give up hope, though;
you can restore all that information in various ways. Turn to Chapter 24, “Cures for the
PalmPilot's Most Common Problems,” for details on how to restore.

_. I

All is not lost if you do a hard reset. l

For more information about hard, warm, and soft resets, and troubleshooting in gen-
eral, turn to Chapter 24, ”Cures for the PalmPilot’s Most Common Problems.”

Beaming Up with the Infrared Beaming Port
The infrared beaming port, which is located at the top of the Palm III and higher, is
covered by a little red piece of plastic. Get ready for science fiction time—except this
is real, not make-believe. If you have a Palm III or higher, you can actually beam
information to other Palm III and higher owners. Want to exchange business cards
with another Palm owner? Forget about old-fashioned paper; just point your Palm in
the right direction, and all your contact information is sent straight to his or her
Palm and shows up in the Address Book. You can beam anything over—memos, to-
dos, even entire programs.

That’s the good news. The bad news is that you can’t use the infrared port with other
kinds of equipment; for example, you can’t beam information to a computer that has
an infrared port. If you own a WorkPad, however, you can create a HotSync by using
the beaming port and the IR port of an IBM ThinkPad.

The Battery Door
Your PalmPilot runs on two ordinary AAA batteries. To put them in your PalmPilot,
just open the little door, pop in the batteries, and you’re done. Just one word of
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advice: Don’t linger when you’re replacing your batteries. If you take batteries out

and then take too long to put new ones in, you lose all your data; it’s kind of like

doing a hard reset. Because of that, doing a HotSync (see details in “Rockng the

Cradle”) is always a good idea before you replace your batteries. That way, if you lose

everything, you still have a copy on your desktop computer and can get it back into
your PalmPilot.

By the way, get used to opening and closing this door because you’re going to use it a

whole lot. If you use your PalmPilot with any regularity, you’ll be shuttling batteries
in and out of there real fast. For advice on how to keep power consumption to a min-

imum, head to Chapter 25, ”Care and Maintenance of Your Digital Companion.”

Remembering the Memory Door
Now let me see. What was I going to write about? I can’t seem to remember... Oh,

that’s right, the memory door. You can add more memory to your PalmPilot, and you

can also upgrade an older version of the PalmPilot to a newer version by putting in a

special card. You do so by opening the memory door, taking out the old memory

card, and putting in a new one. In Palm III and higher models, you open the memory

door by unscrewing the four tiny screws at the four corners at the back of the Palm.

In earlier models, you put a straightened clip into a small pinhole in the center of the

memory door.

The Contrast Wheel

One thing is not so great about PalmPilots: Their screens can be hard to read. Being

able to read the screen is especially a problem when you use it in different kinds of

light—for example, in a dim room versus in full sunlight. You therefore should
become best friends with the contrast wheel. Using it, you can change the contrast to

best suit the lighting you’re currently working in. I suggest adjusting it every time

you turn on your PalmPilot.

You also might find that if you regularly use the contrast wheel, you don’t have to

use the backlighting as often. When you use backlight, you drain your batteries

quickly, so using the contrast wheel saves you time and money. And isn’t that the

main reason you bought a PalmPilot in the first place?

The Serial Port

No PalmPilot is an island; it’s best used along with your desktop computer. To send

stuff back and forth between your computer and your PalmPilot, you need to connect

your PalmPilot to something. The serial port comes into play for this task. It connects

your PalmPilot to the world. You can place your PalmPilot onto a cradle (see the next

section) that hooks into the serial port, and that cradle then connects to your com-

puter (the hip bone’s connected to the leg bone; the leg bone’s connected to the

thigh bone; the thigh bone’s connected...).
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out You also can buy a neat little modem that plugs into your serial port and then use
like your PalmPilot to cruise the Internet, send faxes, and send and receive email. You can

18 1 also buy a modem cable that connects your serial port to a regular modem.
:uinctze The PalmPilot has such a devoted following that people have come up with all kinds

of crazy things to hook into the serial port. I’ve tried a Global Positioning System
(GPS), for example, that tells me exactly where I am on Earth. (Of course, I know that

use it a already, but having a satellite and a PalmPilot tell me things I already know is a
tteries I whole lot more fun.) You can even buy a little gizmo called a TaleLight that, in
) a min- ' essence, turns your PalmPilot into a teeny-tiny flashlight. The wonders of technology!

Who would ever have thought it would be so easy to make a $300.00 piece of hard-
‘11.”

‘ ware do everything that a $2.95 penlight could do?

. Oh, i Rocking the Cradle

  

  
 

and you As I mentioned before, you can hook up your PalmPilot to your desktop computer
ing in a and then synchronize all the data between the PalmPilot and your computer. That
OIY ' way, whether you’re working on your computer or your little digital device, all the
memory | information you have will match. So, if you put a to-do item on your computer, for
Palm. example, it automatically is sent to the PalmPilot. And if you put a contact in your

er 0f the Address Book, it automatically is sent to your computer. This process is called doing a
HotSync.

This magic works by using the cradle, shown in the following figure. You put your
PalmPilot into the cradle, connect the cradle to the serial port on your computer,

Being press a button, and voila, you’ve done a HotSync. You should HotSync at least once a
ids of day, not only to make sure everything’s up-to-date, but also to make sure that you
.d have all the information you need should your PalmPilot require a hard reset.
ntrast to

time The cradle lets you syn-
chronize the information
between your PalmPilot

.ve t0 and your computer.res

t the I|

) send
> connect

connects

the next
r com-

the
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The Least You Need to Know

To run any of the programs on the PalmPilot, press or tap on the right but-

ton. The application buttons turn on the PalmPilot as well as run programs.

You use the stylus to input data into your PalmPilot, but you can use other
things on the touch screen as well.

The backlight feature makes the screen more readable, but it uses a lot of

battery power.

You can use the contrast control to make the screen easier to see and to cut

down on having to use the backlight feature.

You use the infrared port to exchange information with other Palm III and

higher users, but you cannot beam information to desktop computers.

The serial port and cradle allow you to HotSync information between your
PalmPilot and desktop PC.

.—:—r—1—.———_—--.—.—.-n‘m1———n‘ --— —— ... _-‘u-..Wm-
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Chapter 3

Time for Takeoff:

Starting Your
PalmPilot for the

First Time

 
In This Chapter

Installing the battery and turning on the PalmPilot

 

Calibrating the PalmPilot's screen

Using the contrast wheelVVVV
Customizing the PalmPilot's main preferences for the way you work and live

 

By now, you know what a PalmPilot can do, and you’ve taken the grand tour of its

outer case. So now it’s time for takeoff; you’re ready to launch the PalmPilot to help
you get your life under control. Before you can use it to help organize your life,
though, you first need to turn the thing on and fire it up.

So let me tell you what you need to know and do when you start your PalmPilot for
the first time.

Let's Start at the Beginning: Take It Out of
the Box

You’ve got your new PalmPilot. You’ve taken it out of the box. Now what?

The first thing you’ll probably notice is that reading your PalmPilot’s screen is diffi-

cult. That’s because the screen has a film over it. Peel it off. Okay, the screen is easier
to read now. That was simple, wasn’t it? Time to move on.
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Before your PalmPilot can do anything, it needs some juice. (Most mornings, I must
admit, I feel the same way.) So you need to install the batteries. Turn the PalmPilot

onto its back and find the battery door. It has a little plastic tab there. Press on it with

your finger, and take the door off. Now put in two AAA batteries. (3COM kindly pro-
vided some for you when you bought the PalmPilot.) Make sure that you put the +
and — ends in the proper places inside. Just look for the labels. Make sure not to force

the battery door closed. If it doesn’t close smoothly, you might have put the batteries
in incorrectly, so take them out and try putting them in again.

 
“Ultra” batteries can mean a longer battery life on your PalmPilot.

One of the most annoying things about the PalmPilot is that batteries don't go a
long way, especially if you use the backlight on your screen very much. A new
breed of batteries can help. Duracell has released what it calls the “Ultra” line of

AAA batteries, designed specifically for electronic equipment. People who have
used these batteries in their PalmPilots (including yours truly) report that they last
longer than normal batteries, so you don’t have to keep popping open the battery
compartment and installing new batteries.

Although batteries don’t last very long on a PalmPilot, you can at least always tell
how much battery juice you have left. On the top of the applications screen is an
easy-to-read battery gauge.

The battery gauge tells
you how much juice is

left. Here, you see a full
gauge—u rare sight on a
PalmPilot.  

By the way, you don’t need to worry that your batteries will run out without your
knowing about it. You get a warning when your batteries are low, advising you to
change them. When you get the warning, follow the advice so that you don’t lose
any data.
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When you add new batteries, make sure that you put them in fairly quickly. If the

 

 

 

I must PalmPilot is without batteries for more than several minutes, it loses all your data.
nPilot

in it with

dly pro-
the +

to force

batteries _ _ —_ -...___._ __

Why doesn’t the PalmPilot lose all its data the second you take out I
its batteries?

| Built into the PalmPilot is a little electronic gizmo called a capacitor. A capacitor

I can hold an electric charge for a certain amount of time. When you take out the

— ' ' battery, the capacitor takes over and supplies power to the PalmPilot. lts charge
runs down after several minutes, though, so if you take a long time putting in the

'PiIOt- batteries, your data goes kaput.

go a -- — --—-
w

:6“ Switching On Your PalmPilot
By last Now let me tell you about another easy part. After you put the batteries in, it’s time
battery to turn on the PalmPilot. Press down on the nu ma button to turn on the PalmPilot.

I It turns on instantly. If you hold down the button for two seconds or more, the back-
I light turns on if you have a Palm III or PalmPilot. (No backlight screen is available on

a Pilot 1000 or Pilot 5000.) The backlight makes the PalmPilot screen easier to read

but also uses up the battery more quickly—so as the saying goes, you makes your

5 tell choices and you takes your chances.s an

Calibrating the Screen
| As soon as the PalmPilot turns on for the first time, you see a screen asking you to

tap with your stylus in the center of a target three different times. You need to follow

I this direction to calibrate the screen—t0 make sure that when you tap somewhere on
the screen, the PalmPilot interprets it properly.

After you calibrate your screen, you’ll probably never need to calibrate it again. If you
do need to recalibrate it, though, you can do so easily enough. To find out how,
check out ”Bend the PalmPilot to Your Will: Setting the Preferences,” later in this

chapter.

your
u to

: lose
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Why does the screen need to be calibrated?

The screen on your PalmPilot is made up of two layers: one that displays all the
text and graphics, and another, invisible one that detects where your stylus is
touching, tapping, and writing. For the PalmPilot to correctly interpret your taps,
it needs to understand how to synchronize these two different layers. Because
everyone holds the PalmPilot at a slightly different angle, and because some peo—
ple are right-handed and others left-handed, you need to go through the calibra—
tion routine before you start using it.

The PalmPilot’s screen is less than stellar. In certain lighting conditions, reading it can
be pretty tough; you might find yourself squinting at the thing and turning it to all
kinds of different angles to read anything. Before turning on the backlight, however,
you should adjust the contrast on it. Move the contrast wheel until you find a con-
trast that’s comfortable for you. Also, make sure to adjust the contrast every time you
use the PalmPilot, not just when you turn it on for the first time, because the kind of
light you’re working in affects how well you can read the screen. Your eyes will thank
you for it.

You want to be master of the universe. Nations should bow down to you. Planets
should accede to your wishes. The cosmos should obey your commands.

Well, maybe that's aiming at little high. Why don’t you settle instead on bending the
PalmPilot to your will? You’ll find that controlling the PalmPilot can do more than
give you an ego boost; it also makes organizing your life much easier. As you’ll see,
you can easily customize the PalmPilot for the way you live and work.

You can customize virtually every aspect of the PalmPilot—down to even what the
buttons do when you press them. In this chapter, though, I just cover the basics of
customizing this little tool the first time you turn it on. For information about how to

make every aspect of the PalmPilot work the way you want, turn to Chapter 21,
”Customizing Your PalmPilot for the Way You Live and Work.”

32
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Chapter 3 1* Time for Takeoff: Starting Your PalmPilot for the First Time 

So where to begin? Well, right after you finish calibrating the PalmPilot, the

Preferences screen appears, as shown in the following figure. Here, you can become

master of the universe—or at least czar of your PalmPilot,

l’tefererrr:-“— Bend the universe to your

“tum. m will, or at least customize
“tom your PalmPilot to your

“I‘M"mm 2M," liking. You do so by work-

5mm Sound: ‘- W. ing from the Preferences
film Sound: vim screen.
Gamma: v Mei

Beam RKQIIII: it Off 
As you can see, this screen lets you customize the following:

)5 The time

a The date

P The auto-off feature

>- The system sound

is The game sound

Whether to enable your PalmPilot to receive beamed data from other PalmPilots

Next, let me tell you what you need to know to customize each of the general prefer-
ences.

Customizing the Time and Date
Don’t be surprised if the PalmPilot has the time and date wrong when you first turn it

on. I’ve unpacked and installed a good number of them, and the time and date have

been wrong every time. Considering that you want to keep your life on schedule, you
should first set the time and date.

Getting the time and date right on the PalmPilot is a breeze. To set the time, tap on

the time, and you see the following screen. Tap on the number you want to change,

or use the arrows to change the time, and tap on 1. or 9"»2‘ That’s it; you’re done.

an Tum: You can set the time here
on the Palm III. 
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Setting the date is as easy as setting the time. Tap on the date, and a calendar pops up,

as shown in the following figure. Tap on the current month and then the current

date, and tap on ,_ . ,_ The time is now set.

 
Before you travel to another time zone, reset the time.

When you’re traveling, you can easily forget to reset the time on your PalmPilot. If

you don’t reset the time, any alarms and reminders you've created for yourself will

go off at the wrong times. When traveling, make sure that you’re always where you

need to be when you need to be there by resetting the time before you head off

on your trip.

You set the date on the

Palm III by using this
calendar after you tap on
the date in the Preferences
screen.

 
Does the PalmPilot suffer

from the “Year 2000” bug?

Some computer programs have a

bug that doesn't allow them to

operate properly or work at all

when the date gets to the year
2000. PalmPilot owners need not

worry; the PalmPilot will work fine

well into the next century and

beyond.

34

 
Setting the Auto-Off Delay
You can easily forget to turn off your PalmPilot,

which can be a big problem, because it uses so much

battery juice when it’s turned on. If you leave it

turned on and forget about it, the battery winds

down, and you lose everything you have stored there.

Because of this potential danger, the PalmPilot has a
clever auto-off feature. After a certain amount of

time, it switches off automatically. Don’t worry;

when the PalmPilot switches off, all your informa-

tion is saved. You have a choice of having it switch

off automatically after one, two, or three minutes.

Tap on the little down triangle next to Auto-off

After on the Preferences screen, and you get the

choice, as shown in the following figure.
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' POPS up, Pn-Ierulumm As easy as one, two,"rent
three: customizing the
auto-off feature.

Sct'l'lme: 1 123 um

“Wm liifflfii
 

 
Which number you choose depends on the way you use your PalmPilot. If you often

read documents that don’t require that you tap the screen, or if you find yourself star-
 
”lot. If ing at the screen for a while, lost in thought (wake up, already! There’s work to be

elf will done!), then set it for three minutes. If, on the other hand, you’re the kind of person

=re you who takes out your PalmPilot, and with a tap, tap, tap gets your work done fast, set it
' I to one minute.

ad off l

are Sound Off: Setting the System, Alarm, and Game
Sound:

Use your PalmPilot enough, and it’ll soon seem to you like a living thing—especially

because it can make a variety of sounds, including a kind of cheeping or chirping, a

little "click,” and even a tiny melody when you do a HotSync. (See Chapter 5,
”Keeping Your Life in Sync: HotSyncing Your PC and PalmPilot,” for more informa-

tion about HotSync.)

Your PalmPilot makes three kinds of sounds:

3v- FJ-ystem manna These sounds are the clicks it makes when you tap with your

stylus and the melody that plays when you do a HotSync.

I i» "s Elm-ism aw This sound is made when you’ve asked to be alerted when an

0t, event is about to occur such as an upcoming meeting.

to much 3» (mum:- MHAIMES These sounds play—yes, you guessed it—when you play
2 it games.
ids

"ed there. You can easily turn on or off these sounds. On the Palm III and higher, you also can

set how loud these sounds are—low, medium, or high.lot has a

at of To turn on or off the system sounds in anything lower than a Palm III, check or

>rry; uncheck the appropriate sound box on the Preferences screen. To set the sound level

forma— | or turn it off on a Palm 111, click on the little triangle next to the sound you want to
switch .I change, and choose the level of the sound, or turn the sound off, as shown in the fol-

nutes. lowing figure.
-off

the
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SetTllne; 1:37pm
Setan ”/4198

Hutu-offence: VZmlnutas

Synge: Sound: v th
MSmd:

Low
GomeSound: W

 
A sound decision:

Changing the sounds that
the Palm III makes.

 

 
  

 
  

  
 
 
 

 
You can set your PalmPilot to make all kinds of sounds, not just the

ones it ships with.

Special programs called hacks can make your PalmPilot do all kinds of crazy things,
including making many different sounds. The SystemSoundHack, available from

www.palmpilotsoftware.com, is a good one for doing that. To use any hack, you
also need HackMaster, which is available at www.palmpilotsoftware.com. Turn to

Chapter 20, “Installing New Software on Your PalmPilot,” for more information

about how to install software such as HackMaster and SystemSoundHack.
  

It’s Beaming Time: Setting the Palm to Receive
Infrared Beams

You’re sitting in a conference room, checking your schedule on your Palm III. All of a
sudden, your Palm beeps at you and asks Whether you would like to receive informa-

tion. No, you’re not about to receive a message from an extraterrestrial being. (At
least, I think you’re not.) Instead, someone nearby has pointed his or her Palm III at
you and wants to send you some information. You’ve been beamed.

The Palm III and higher allows people to send each other information such as busi-

ness cards, addresses and phone numbers, memos—even entire programs. When
someone wants to send you information, his or her Palm beams your Palm (kind of
like a fraternity or sorority handshake, minus the knuckles). You’re then asked

whether you want to receive the info. If you say yes, you get it from the infrared port.

If you don’t ever want to receive this kind of information, you can block it out. To do
so, you must turn your Beam Receive off. On the Preferences screen, tap on the triangle
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ilot Chapter 3 ’ Time for Takeofi”; Starting Your PalmPilot for the First Time 

and choose llfl, as you see in the following figure. For more information about beam-

ing, turn to Chapter 19, "Beam Me Up, Scottyl Using the Palm lIl’s Infrared Port.”

"*“""—""-“‘_‘l' Don’t beam me up,

5 Scotty: Turning 07? the

Sn Date: {if/4E; Beam feature in the
fiuto—nffufter: v Zrninut-es P611171 III.
System Sound: v High

Rlurm Sound: v Low

Game Sound: v High
Beam Receive: ’5
 

H Time to Get Started
So you’ve made it through starting your PalmPilot for the first time. Now you’re ready

ust the to start organizing your life. Start with the next chapter, ”Organization 101: Touring
the PalmPilot’s Main Screen,” to start getting your life under control.

Your PalmPilot also includes some software you can run on your computer’s desktop.

 

  
  

 
 
 

 

th'
ll mgs, For information on installing and using it, turn to Chapter 6, ”Oh, Yeah...You Have a

Lem Computer, Too. Using the Palm Desktop.” And for understanding how to synchronize
' you I your data between your computer and your PalmPilot, turn to Chapter 5, ”Keeping

rum to Your Life in Sync: HotSyncing Your PC and PalmPilot.”
ition

Ila-1'1" Th'e'Least You Need to Know

Make sure that the batteries match up properly with the + and — in the

battery compartment, and don't force the compartment closed.

, > “Ultra” batteries designed for electronic equipment last longer than do nor-
" All Of a mal batteries in the PalmPilot.
nforma-

. (At > Adjusting the contrast control regularly makes reading your PalmPilot screen
n 111 at much easier.

I D Before you travel to another time zone, reset the time so that your alarms go
5 bUSi' off when they’re supposed to.
hen

(ind of > If you don’t want to be bothered by owners of other Palm llls beaming you
d information, turn off the Beam Receive feature.

ired port.

. To do

2 triangle
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Chapter 4

Organization
101: Touring the
PalmPiIot's Main

Screen

  
Using the Application Launcher to run all the PalmPiIot's programs

 
Learning how the Date Book can keep you on schedule and on time

Using Expense to keep track of your business and personal expenses

Writing memos with the Memo Pad

Keeping track of all your tasks with the To-Do List  

Using the PalmPiIot’s other main programs to get your life under control

 
Congratulations! You’ve started your PalmPilot for the first time, and you’ve set up
your preferences so that it’s no longer merely a digital companion and instead has
become your digital slave. (If you’ve followed my advice, you can almost hear it say,

‘I ”Yes, master. Your wish is my command”) Now you’re ready to start organizing your
life with it. ’

To do so, you need to start where it all begins: on the PalmPiIot’s main screen. Get
used to this screen because you’ll be looking at it a lot. Think of it as the command

center for your life. On this screen, you go to get to all the features of the PalmPilot
that help you set your calendar, to-dos, addresses and phone numbers, and more. So
come along. We’re going take a guided tour of the PalmPiIot’s main screen.
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lot Chapter 4 > Organization 101: Touring the PalmPilot’s Main Screen 

programs onto your PalmPilot, such as from bonus packs or other places, they show
up on the screen as well.

5 on the

,p on the
lown in Prepare for Takeoff: Using the Application

Launcher to Run Programs
To run any of these programs, you tap on their icons with your stylus. Then, if you
want to switch to another program, you can press its button. So, for example, if you

I are adding an item to your To-Do List (bring home alfalfa treats for your pet rabbit),
. and receive a phone call alerting you to a meeting you need to attend (monthly meet-
I ing of the Rabbit Breeders Association), you just press on the Date Book button on

the lower left of your PalmPilot’s case. The Date Book pops up, and you can then
schedule the date and time for that hare-raising meeting.

By the way, when you switch from one application to another, you don’t need to save
what you’re doing. As soon as you put something in your PalmPilot, it’s automatically

Let me saved; you don’t need to do anything further.

If the program you want to run doesn’t have a button—or if you prefer doing things
differently, just for the heck of it—you can instead tap on the Applications button,
which brings you back to the Application Launcher screen. Then you can tap on the
program you want to run from there. Again, you don’t need to save what you’re

ts, and doing.

If you’ve installed a lot of extra software into your PalmPilot (see Chapter 20,
”Installing New Software on Your PalmPilot,” for information on how to do so), all
those cute little icons might take up more than one screen. If they do, you can scroll

through them by using the scroll buttons or by tapping on the scrollbar on the right
side of the screen to scroll through them.

't5, and is

:h informa-

:tly from the
he HotSynC

ogram.

the

live and

You can easily jump straight to the application you want to run.
it, and allows

e else can If you have more than a screen full of applications you want to run, scrolling down

_ ‘, until you find the one you want to run can be a pain. A simpler solution is to write
m. Thls PIO‘ ‘ the first letter of the application in the Graffiti area of your PalmPilot. The
categories and Launcher then immediatelyjumps to the icon of the first application that begins

with that letter.

 
re detail and
alled any other
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Getting Started with Your PalmPilot

Get Ready to Take Control of Your Life:

type, you might like to see your applications in a list-kind of
n the following figure. As you can see, the icons in this for-

tiny. This view is especially good if you have
hen they all fit on one screen.

if you’re not the visual
format, like that shown i
mat aren’t merely tiny, they’re teeny-
several applications installed because t

 

 

  
  
 
 

IO 34 pm
 

Lots of little icons: This
list View ofthe

Application Launcher is
especially uscfiil if you
have a lot of programs
installed.

om the Application Launcher
menu, choose

ee in the following figure.
  
   
  
  

  
  
   
                

 
 

programs in a list like this. Fr
button. From the

le, and choose , as you can 5

You can easily get your

screen, tap on the

Then tap on the triang
l’reIncrucs
 

  You can get your applica-
tions to show up in the
list View by choosing this

option.

I! Runlmhu Last Category

 

p applications

u can group them by categories and
utting the rest temporarily out

Pilot offers a very power

concert with another. Yo
in that particular category, p

By the way, the Palm
that you often use in
then view only programs
of View.

For example, say that wh ' 'nly use the email program, Expense,
Memo Pad, and Date Book, but you rarely use any other applications. When you
travel, working would be much easier if you didn't have to scroll and search through
other applications to find the ones you use the most. By categorizing these four appli-
cations into a Travel group, you can show only those that you need when you're trav-
eling. And if, for example, when you do your expense reports, you use only Expense,Calculator, and Date Book, you can group them into an Expense group. To learn how
to group applications this way, turn to Chapter 9, “Using Palml’ilot Categories to
Organize Your Life," and Chapter 21, "Customizing Your PalmPilot for the Way You
Live and Work."
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Tracking Names and Addresses with the
Address Book

I used to own a Rolodex. It was so fat, and had names crossed out and scribbled back
in so many times, and was filled with so many sticky notes and misalphabetized busi-
ness cards that I stopped using it. I cringed every time I looked at the ugly, unwieldy,
unusable thing.

Then the PalmPilot came along, and I was an immediate convert. Its Address Book is
everything a Rolodex should be: You can track every piece of information about
someone, including not just the basics such as name, address, and phone number,
but also email address, pager number, and mobile phone number.

Better yet, it’s easy to search; you don’t have to search only by last name. If all you
remember about someone is the name of the company he or she works for, type the
company name in Find, and you get full contact information for that person.

 
What are custom fields in the Address Book?

On the Options menu of the Address Book is a confusing menu item: Rename
Custom Fields. What in the world, you're probably wondering, is a custom field?
The Address Book contains categories of information you can enter about each of
your contacts—such as Last Name, First Name, Company, and so on. Each of these
categories is called a field. If you want to enter a category of information that’s
not already listed, you can create a custom field for it; for example, you can create
a custom field for Web page addresses so that you can have at hand the Web
addresses of businesses and individuals.

 
  

 
 
 

 
 

  

 

To run the Addresstook, tap on its icon, or press the button with the picture of a
telephone on it. You then see the following screen.

"Wm .M_m Like a Rolodex, but much- , 345555-9012“! - ' ’
. 654 555mm better. the PalmPllots

- . Address Book.78855511"st
MESS-WW
5553331221 H
617555-9907H
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Get Ready to Take Control of Your Life: Getting Started with Your PalmPilot

For more information about using the Address Book to help you keep track of all your
contacts, turn to Chapter 12, ”Keeping Track of Contacts with the Address Book.”

Some people find that they can more easily type in their contacts on their desktop
computer and then use HotSync to get those contacts into their PalmPilot than they
can enter those contacts right into the PalmPilot. Turn to Chapter 5, ”Keeping Your

Life in Sync: HotSyncing Your PC and PalmPilot," for more information on how to
use HotSync.

Quick, what’s 86,4324 times 9.9? Got you, didn’t I? If you had a PalmPilot in hand

right now, you would know the answer. (No, you don’t need to do the numbers; the
answer is 855,680.76.)

The PalmPilot works just like a normal calculator. The buttons are even large enough

so that if you’re so inclined, you can press them with your fingers instead of the sty-
lus. (I don’t suggest using your fingers after you’ve just eaten a sticky dessert, though.
You’ll gunk up your screen.) The Calculator’s great for figuring tips, for example, and

it’s especially useful when you travel and need help with your expense report.

One great thing about the Calculator is that you can use it to paste the results of cal-
culations into notes, memos, expense reports, and anything else you create on the
PalmPilot—and again, you’ll probably use it most when doing expense reports. To

paste the results of a calculation into Expense, for example, you would proceed this
way. After you’ve done the calculation, tap on the button, and choose r
from the menu. You’ve now put the number into the PalmPilot’s built-in

Clipboard. Now switch over to Expense, and tap on the spot where you want to put
the number. Next, tap on the button, and choose from the menu.
Voila! Your number is in there.

You can correct number entry mistakes without having to\

start your calculations over.

Talk about frustrating. You’ve just typed in a string of calculations and realized that

the last number you typed was wrong. Time to start over at the beginning...or is it?

Not if you use the CE button on the Calculator. When you tap the button, it

erases the last number you put in and puts the correct number you input into its

place. For example, if you tap but realize that you meant to type

988, you can tap the button and then , and your calculation would be the

one you want.  

44
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Chapter 4 > Organization 101: Touring the PalmPilot’s Main Screen

A little-known feature of the Calculator is that you can see a record of your most
recent calculations. Tap on the Menu button, and choose Recent Calculations

from the Options menu. You then see a list of your most recent calculations, as
shown in the following figure.

Rem“! (oltulolwns
You can easily see a record3689512!

65. ofyour most recent calcu-
32:51.? lations in the Calculator.58.

144085.66
2|.45

65.2
8.

174.8175 
Keeping Your Schedule with the Date Book

How can you be in two places at one time if you’re not anywhere at all? If you‘ve
asked yourself that question or one like it, you need the Date Book. For the time-
stressed and calendar-driven, it’s a lifesaver.

You can schedule appointments easily. You also can easily schedule events or appoint-
ments that occur on a regular basis, such as a weekly staff meeting, a monthly lunch-
eon, or a budget meeting that takes place on the third Thursday of every month.

Using the Date Book, you can look at your calendar either by the day, the week, or the
month so that you can easily see schedules either up Close or over the long haul. This
way, you can easily spot conflicts as well. The following figure shows the weekly View.

You ’ve got the whole weekMu! Joanna at airport
in your hands: the weekly
View in the Date Book.

  
You also can create reminders about things that happen on a specific day of the year,
such as your mother-in-law’s birthday. Maybe that’s something that you would prefer
not to remember, though.)

The Date Book lets you attach notes to events as well. So, for example, if you’ve
thought of a great birthday present for your mother-in—law, such as five pounds of
rutabagas, tap in a note next to her birthday, and then get set to go to the grocery store.

Best of all, you can set alarms to remind you when events are about to occur. That
Way, you should never again be late for the monthly meeting of Root Vegetable
Lovers Anonymous (RVLA).
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For more information about how to keep your life on schedule using the Date Book,
turn to Chapter 11, ”Juggling Your Busy Schedule with the Date Book.”

Money, money, money. It may be the root of all evil, but for most people, to quote
those famous philosophers, the Beatles, "That’s what I want.”

You might need to track your expenses to fill out your expense account at work, to
prepare your own tax records because you run your own business, to track your
family budget, or maybe for the heck of it because that’s the kind of person you are.

Expense makes it easier to track your expenses for any reason at all. I’ve found it espe-
cially useful when traveling on business. Normally, when I travel, I shove all my
receipts into my wallet, and two weeks after I return home, I dig through the wallet,
pulling out bits and scraps of paper, trying to reconstruct my expenses for my
expense account. This system never works. I’m always out money because I always
forget to put down some expenses.

Thanks to the PalmPilot, I don‘t have that problem any longer. Whenever I spend any-
thing, I immediately whip out my little digital helper and tap in the details about what
I’ve spent. Then, when 1 return home, I sync my l’alml—‘ilot with my computer, send all
my expenses into an Excel spreadsheet, and get my expense report, ready to be filed.
With Expense, you can track expenses every which way from Sunday, and then some.
The following are some of the ways you can use this feature:

What if your company requires a specific format for filing expense
reports?

Some companies require that expense reports be in a specific format, or even in a
specific spreadsheet Not to worry: You can customize the spreadsheet that your
expenses get exported to when they get synced over to your computer. Turn to
Chapter 14, “Time Is Money: Tracking Your Expenses with the PaImPilot,” for details.
“

You can track expenses by category, such as by a specific trip, kind of expense
(such as meals), or any other category you can dream up.
You can track expenses by companies you deal with and individuals at those
companies.

46
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) te Book > You can track which payment method you use to pay each individual expense..a

I > You can see how much in expenses you’ve spent between certain dates.
> You can record expenses in the local currency of the country you’re Visiting.

(Say hello to the Eiffel Tower for me.)

> You can sync all your expense information with an Excel spreadsheet on your
to quote computer and massage that information any way you want.

> Let me put it this way: You can pretty much track your expenses any way you
: work, to want.

K your . . . .
)n you are. The followmg figure shows an example of a smgle expense being recorded.

ound it espe- r um...”_;'1T
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1d then some. Syncing Up Your Life with HotSync
The great odds are, you use a computer as well as a PalmPilot. When you’re sitting at
your computer, you would like to be able to add contacts, keep track of your to-dos,
and schedule your time from your computer. When you’re not at your computer, you
probably want to do all that in your PalmPilot.

This scenario sounds like a recipe for disaster. (Just add salt, a pinch of pepper, and
some marjoram. Stir well.) How Will you get information back and forth, and make

sure everything on both your computer and PalmPilot are up-to-date and in sync? 

 
 
 
 

 

Enter HotSync. This clever, exceedingly useful feature of the PalmPilot does what it

says: It synchronizes all the information between your PalmPilot and your computer.
It shuttles all the information in your Date Book, Address Book, To-Do List, Memo
Pad, and Expense back and forth between the two so that they’re identical. It does so

ing expense

or even in a by using the cradle to exchange information between your PalmPilot and your Palm
:t that your Desktop software on your computer (which I’ll cover in Chapter 6, ”Oh, Yeah...You
er Turn to Have a Computer, Too. Using the Palm Desktop”)

lot,” for details. Syncing your PalmPilot like this has a very big extra benefit as well: It means that you
I can always have a copy of your information somewhere, in case disaster strikes. So,

for example, if for some reason you have to do a hard reset on your PalmPilot (don’t
even think of that happening), and your entire life vanishes—all the contacts, memos,

1d of expense to-dos, appointments, and everything else—you don’t need to worry because all the
information is there on your Palm Desktop. Just do a HotSync after the hard reset,

uals at those and you don’t lose an iota of data.
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What’s a conduit?

HotSync works by syncing data from each of the programs on your PalmPilot—
Date Book, Address Book, and so on—with data from the same program on the
Palm Desktop. You can customize how it syncs data from each of those programs
so that it might sync data from y0ur Address Book differently from how it syncs
data from your Date Book. Each of these individual synchronizations is a piece of
software called a conduit, so you have a Date Book conduit, an Address Book con-
duit, and so on. You can also buy separate conduits that sync your PalmPilot with
personal information managers such as Outlook.

For more information on how to use HotSync, turn to Chapter 5, ”Keeping Your Life
in Sync: HotSyncing Your PC and PalmPilot.”

Mail is one of the odder programs on the PalmPilot. On one hand, it does what it
says: It lets you read email and create email messages. On the other hand, it does so
in a truly peculiar way. You can’t use the PalmPilot to connect to the Internet to send

and receive email with Mail. Instead, you have to HotSync Mail with your computer’s
email program, and that email program sends and receives mail. The whole process is
kind of like a relay race.

Despite that, Mail can be a very useful program. It’s ideal to use when you’re travel-
ing, for example, and want to catch up on writing or reading email. Before you leave
on your trip, sync Mail with your desktop computer to get all your latest email mes-
sages into your PalmPilot. Then, when you’re on your plane or train or boat or rick-
shaw, read the messages on your PalmPilot and respond to them. When you get to
your computer, sync everything back up, and your mail is sent using your normal
email program.

One of Mail’s better features is its capability to grab email addresses out of your
Address Book. With a few taps of your stylus, you can get an address automatically.
Mail also lets you group messages into categories that you create—for example,
Personal and Sales and Follow-Up (in essence, any categories you want). It also
includes many of the features you would expect in an email program, such as being
able to send blind copies (no, they’re not copies that need seeing-eye dogs; it means
that the primary recipient doesn’t know you’re sending the message to other people).
The following figure shows you some of the sending options you have with Mail.
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Menu . e Details 0
Priority: 7 Normal

BCC: El
Signature.- [2!

(onfirm Read: I!
Confirm Delivery: IZ 

 

Mail gives you many of
the features you would
expect in a fully featured
email program, such as
all kinds of options cover-
ing sending messages.

For more information about using Mail, turn to Chapter 16, ”How to Stay in Touch
with Email.”

 
You can get add-on programs that can send and receive email from '

‘ your PalmPilot.

l Although Mail can’t directly send and receive email from your PalmPilot, several
programs can, if you use your PalmPilot with a modern. You can buy a snap-on
modem or a special cable to connect your PalmPilot to a normal external modem.

Popular PalmPilot email programs include MultiMail and HandMail. You can try
both for free at www.palmpilotsoftwar‘e.com before deciding whether to buy them.
 

jotting Notes with the
Memo Pad

I’m always getting ideas at odd times. When I
wake from a dream at 4 am. When I’m about

to start my car to drive to work. Right after a

workout at the swim club. (Actually, I usually
get my ideas at the swim club while I’m
swimming, but because the PalmPilot doesn’t

yet come with a waterproof case, the pool is
about the only place I can’t bring it.)

My PalmPilot is always at hand, so when
inspiration strikes (or when I think of a more

mundane matter, like putting together a gro-
cery list), I can whip out the Memo Pad and
tap, tap, tap away to my heart’s content.

The Memo Pad is great for jotting down ideas,
thoughts, lists, and notes of all kinds. You can

 
 

You don’t need to tap on
New to create a new item

in the Memo Pad, To-Do,
and Date Book.

Instead, use this timesaving tip. Just

start entering text by writing with
your stylus on the Graffiti area.

When you do that, a new item is

automatically created, with the text

in it that you’ve entered. l
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Get Ready to Take Control of Your Life: Getting Started with Your PalmPilot
   

easily categorize the notes so that finding any of them is easy; for example, you
might have a category for budget memos, one for school-related memos, one for
travel-related memos, and so on.

What makes the Memo Pad most useful is that you can easily paste memos into other

places in your PalmPilot. For example, if you put together a memo about your next
year’s budget, you can paste the memo into a note that you attach to your budget meet-
ing schedule in the Date Book. To paste a memo into another note or program, tap on
the button when you’re in Memo Pad, and choose from the menu.
Then switch to the place where you want to paste the memo, tap on the but-
ton, and choose from the 7 menu. That’s it. You’re done.

For more information about using the Memo Pad, turn to Chapter 10, ”Write On!

Taking Notes with the Memo Pad.”

One of the reasons that you can organize your life with the PalmPilot is that it’s so

flexible; you can customize just about every aspect of the way it works. In Chapter 3,
”Time for Takeoff: Starting Your PalmPilot for the First Time,” you saw how to cus-
tomize the basic functions of the PalmPilot. But you can customize just about any-

thing you can imagine about the PalmPilot—everything from the way buttons work
to which day the week starts. (Yes, it’s true. You can have your week start on either a
Sunday or a Monday. How’s that for power?)

You do much of your customizing from the Preferences screen, shown in the follow-
ing figure.

Bend your PalmPilot to

your will from the
Preferences screen.

DiqlllnlFormals. i

- !_‘,_° meg-1|
Set Date: ill MM“' Network

fiutu-offufter:

System Sound: v I .SEMKUU
fllurm Sound:
Game Sound:  

Beam Receive:
 

 
For more information about how to customize your PalmPilot, turn to Chapter 21,

”Customizing Your PalmPilot for the Way You Live and Work.”  
Your whole life is locked inside your little digital companion. The last thing you want

is to have prying eyes peeping in there.

Security gives you two ways to keep your information private:  
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Chapter 4 f9) Organization 101: Touring the PalmPilot’s Main Screen

> You can mark specific information as ”private” so that no one except you—or
someone you‘ve given a password to—can read it.

>9 You can password-protect your PalmPilot so that only you—or someone you’ve
given your password to—can run the PalmPilot.

You do both things by using Security, shown in the following figure. Tap on Hide to
allow you to keep certain information private; then tap on the Unassigncd box next
to Password, and enter a password that will unlock those private records. Then, when
you’re creating a piece of information, you can mark it private, and only someone
with access to your password can read those records.

Security—

Private Records:
 
 

 

 Protecting your privacy
with Security. 

Password: f-Un'u‘ifigaed- :

  Password Features:
Forgoiten Poswmd

Tur n Offa LorJ: De Vice  
 

Keeping Track of Important Tasks with the
To-Do List:

How much do you have to get done in a given day? If you’re like me and most people,
just beginning to think about it all makes your head spin. Work, family, entertain-
ment, recreation, grocery shopping...too much to do, too little time, and too few spare
brain cells to keep track of it all. It’s enough to make you want to retire to a mrmastery.

The PalmPilot’s To-Do List may not be able to give you any extra brain cells, but I can
vouch from personal experience that it certainly feels like it does. Use this feature,
and no longer will your life make you feel as if you’ve been lifted up by a tornado
and are being spun at high speed across the US. Plains. I can’t vouch that it will
make your life less complicated, but I can tell you that you’ll at least be able to know
all the things you have to get done—and maybe your head and entire body won’t
spin quite so fast.

So how can the To-Do List do all this for you? The following are some of the ways it
can help:

)9 You can, set priorities for every one of your tasks. That way, the most
important ones show up at the top of your list and the least important ones at
the bottom.

it» You can group them into categories, such as Personal, Budget,
Travel, and so on. This way, instead of having a huge, daunting To-Do List so
big you’ll never start on it, you can break it down into smaller, doable tasks in
specific certain portions of your life.
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Get Ready to Take Control of Your Life: Getting Started with Your PalmPilot 

As anyone who’s ever created a

To-Do List knows, you can easily let all your to-dos slide so that they never get

done. Assigning due dates reminds you when they need to be done—and prods

you into action.

Need to find out every—

thing in your life that needs to get done on a specific day? No problem. How

about seeing all the top priority items? It can be done. And you can easily View

them all by categories as well.

The following figure shows an example of a To-Do List sorted by category—in this
case, Personal.

Yes, picking up your IoDoLisl VPerwnol

daughter from her ballet a I Ectvanafrommlln. . D I Gapgfspjunoluxon;
class today 15 more impor- a 2 way {ovflunger 01¢qu. C1 2 Gylxsfld‘miix. . .
tant than taklng your "117- El II vanqrobbllgi‘n (nghcclgup _ .

bit to the vet. How do you a 3 $L‘;‘j§j.";;w
know? The To-Do List I: 5 torremnacn _ ,D 5 Rnnimuarponylm

tells you.

The Least You Need to Know

You can group programs into categories in the Application Launcher to make

it easier to find the programs you want to run.

You can set alarms in the Date Book to remind you when important events
are about to occur.

When you travel, you should write down your expenses as soon as you get

them to make it easier to create expense reports with Expense.

You can paste entire memos from the Memo Pad into any event or docu-
ment on the PalmPilot.

If you’re worried about your personal privacy, you can password-protect your

PalmPilot and also hide certain pieces of information stored on it.

By grouping To-Do List items into categories, you'll find that keeping track of

everything that needs to be done is easier.
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Chapter 7

Digital Magic:

Taking Notes
with Graffiti

 
is Ghapter _ 

Basic tips for learning how to write Graffiti

Special characters drawn with Graffiti

3..

)-

> The Command stroke and ShortCuts for saving you time

> The built—in Graffiti cheat sheet

>
Alternate strokes for best Graffiti recognition 
 

One of the neatest, coolest, most useful—and at times most maddening—aspects of
the PalmPilot is the way that it lets you write by hand with a stylus instead of using a
keyboard. It’s one of the main reasons that the device is so useful. You can carry it
around in your pocket like a notepad, and when you need to jot down a To-Do item,
schedule an appointment, or write a memo about your latest business brainstorm

(selling stock in pick-your-own pumpkin franchises—Pik—A-Pumpkin; there’s a killer
idea), just whip out your PalmPilot and your trusty stylus and write away.

The good news is that writing by hand on your PalmPilot actually works. The bad
news is that it might not always work in the way you expect. When you look at a
To-Do item and read ”ppinc honc cpocspies,” you might not necessarily know that
what you thought you were writing when you tapped in the note was ”bring home
grocerles.”

In this chapter, you learn how to use Graffiti, the handwriting-recognition software
that comes with the PalmPilot. You learn tips and shortcuts so that not only will your
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notes be dead-on accurate, but you’ll spend a whole lot less time writing and a whole
lot more time able to concentrate on the work at hand. As I just wrote in my

PalmPilot, “I dpomisc if!” (”I promise itl”)

Urr.t§c-r5tandmg Eraffiti Basics
Software like Graffiti that understands handwriting has been around for a while. But

the one problem with this kind of software was that it rarely worked. For example,

I anyone who owned the Apple Newton, the ill-fated precursor to the PalmPilot (precur-
I sor because so many Newton owners cursed at the little device because it was so flaky)

can tell many horror stories about how rarely the Newton accurately transcribed their

keystrokes into letters, characters, and numbers.

Graffiti works pretty well, though, if you spend the time learning to use it, and if you

follow a few tips. Keep these points in mind, and Graffiti should do a pretty good job

recognizing what you write:

> 'M.~n- .u: M 'm hm -:- '-‘.1\ ‘-.".11f."'f3 .wg'ulmin'é. With the PalmPilot, unlike the

Newton and some other handwriting-recognition systems, you don’t teach it to

understand your own idiosyncratic handwriting. Instead, you have to learn

Graffiti’s idiosyncratic method of writing. It’s not very hard, though. Spend a

few hours, and you’ll be a pro. Use the stickers and cards that 3COM provided

when you bought the PalmPilot, check out the tear card on the inside cover of
this book, and use the PalmPilot’s own built-in cheat sheets.

P- it 2‘s. ..-‘1 _. 3.:.-t .x 3M '.-.-:' rm t. 1H: 17.x“ 'i '..3: -. 'i't.’ ‘1-Hh: Each letter

and number is formed with a single, continuous stroke. If you lift the stylus, you
write a different letter.

3-- i...-'..-=Tl‘.§ l'--».'I-. max t! rm ll - lbw-1" fe‘l .Hic. '."J'ci‘llfi a.» if‘. .--'-w.'i liar-i:

An A, for example, is formed by drawing two sides of a triangle, pointed

up, with no bottom—in other words, like a regular A but without the cross
stroke.

‘.2- 'e '.‘I: rm» :' in: _-.'=.\'~ -li.': :rii-x :. ;..- {.-: ,_ : '.Hil 4.1:? m n dunk-- That starting

point has everything to do with whether Graffiti recognizes your letter properly.

Draw a U with your stylus starting on the upper-left side, and Graffiti recognizes

it. Draw that same U with your stylus starting on the upper-right side, and
Graffiti assumes it’s a V.

1.}st the. {Graffiti life-ftiw :9 $3313.21
You do all your writing in the Graffiti writing area, shown in the following figure,

which is the rectangular area at the bottom of the PalmPilot's screen. You write letters

on the left side (logically enough, you see a little abc there) and numbers on the right

side (yes, you guessed it, you see a little 123 there). If you look closely, you can see

two tiny triangles at the top and bottom of the writing area. Those triangles mark the
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Chapter 7 > Digital Magic: Taking Notes with Graffiti____._———-—'—'—_-—_-——————

dividing line between where you can write letters and where you can write numbers.

Most people write more letters than numbers, so the area for writing letters is larger.
You can write with Graffiti only when the program you’re running lets you enter text,

such as the Memo Pad. So next time you’re playing Chess or Space Invaders on your
little friend, don’t try writing ”I give up!”

Write letters here Write numbers here

 
Division mark

Two tiny dots appear in the writing area, one
underneath the abc and one underneath the

123. Tap on the dot beneath the abc, and a lit-

tle keyboard pops up with letters on it, as you

can see in the following figure. Tap on the dot

beneath the 123, and a keyboard pops up with

numbers on it instead. You can tap on the let-

ters and numbers and have them input into

the PalmPilot. Use this keyboard only in a

pinch. Writing for any length of time using

this keyboard is almost impossible; it’s kind of

like trying to tap-dance in a two-foot square

area. Sure, maybe it can be done, but why

bother? You can pop up the keyboard only if

you’re running a program such as Memo Pad

that accepts text input.

Memo I0'3-
Keyboard

 

 
 

  

Let the writing begin:

ing area.

Use only the stylus or a
similar device made for the

PalmPilot to write in the

Graffiti area.

the

PalmPilot’s Grafi‘iti writ-

 

The stylus has been specifically de-

signed so that it doesn't scratch the

surface of the writing area. If you

use a sharp object or a pen, for

example, it could scratch the
Graffiti area, which would make it

very hard for the PalmPilot to do a

good job of character recognition.
———_'—"'—'—P'_—_-a==——-.—. 

Tap, tap, tap...Y0u ca
n

input text by using the
built-in keyboard.
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The best way to begin writing in graffiti is simply to begin. Using either the sheets
provided by 3COM or the alphabet on the inside covers of this book, follow the direc-
tions for writing each letter. Notice that each stroke has a thick dot. That dot is your
starting point. To draw the letter A, you start at the lower left, as shown in the follow—

' ing figure.*

The alpha but not the
omega: drawing the letter

A in Graffiti. Tire large

dot tells you where to
start your stroke.

To draw a capital letter, you have to use what amounts to a virtual Shift key. To draw
a capital letter, put your stylus at the bottom of the screen, and draw an upward
stroke. An arrow then appears at the bottom-right corner of the screen. It tells you
that whatever letter you draw next will be capitalized.

Fine. But what if you want to write several capital letters in a row? Having to keep
l using that extra stroke between letters is kind of a pain. No problem. Instead of

drawing a single upward stroke before writing a letter, draw two single upward
strokes, one after another. Two arrows now appear. All the letters you draw next will

‘ be capital letters JUST LIKE THIS. (This stroke acts like a Caps Lock key.)
1 OKAY, BUT HOW DO I SHUT OFF THE CAPITAL LETTERS? JUST DRAW A SINGLE

UPWARD STROKE. The two arrows disappear, and the capital letters are turned off.

 
Learn the Graffiti alphabet by playing Giraffe.

' One of the programs that comes with your PalmPilot is called Giraffe. It's a game
that teaches you the Graffiti alphabet; think of it as Space Invaders meets the
“Alphabet Song.” It’s fun, it's fast, and it's a quick way to learn Graffiti. It doesn’t
come installed on your PalmPiIot; you have to install it from the accompanying

CD. Playing this game is worth the effort.
___=— am—W—..__ -_:_ _-——.W
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Don’t Curse at the Cursor

Just like when you use word processing software on a computer, you see a little blink-
ing line at the point where you’re entering text. That’s the PalmPilot’s cursor.

Sometimes you might want to move the cursor forward or backward—to make a space
between letters, for example, or to backspace.

Moving the cursor is easy. To move the cursor forward one space, just draw a line,
from left to right, in the Graffiti area. To move the cursor back a space, draw a line
from right to left in the Graffiti area. Both of these strokes are shown here.

0— —. From here to there and

there to here, you can
make the cursor move

anywhere. The forward
space (left) and the back-

space (right) in Graffiti.

You can also easily move the cursor down to the next line of text—for example, if
you’re writing in the Memo Pad—and want to start writing on a new line of text. This

stroke works like the Return key on a computer (and for those of a certain age, like
the Return key on a typewriter). The following is the return stroke in Graffiti.

The return stroke in

Grafliti.

Entering Special Characters with the Extended
Shift

Sometimes you need to enter special characters into your PalmPilot (and no, I’m not
talking about Groucho Marx), such as the copyright symbol (©) or the trademark
symbol (TM). You do so by using the Extended Shift stroke, as shown here.

To enter special characters

such as the copyright

symbol (©), you use this

Extended Shift stroke.

After you draw the Extended Shift stroke, you use another stroke, such as an M stroke,
which gives the trademark symbol. For a list of these strokes, turn to the tear card in
this book.
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Heel, PalmPilot, heel! If you want to take total control over your PalmPilot, use the
Command stroke, as shown here.

Use the Command stroke,

and make your PalmPilot
jump through hoops.

Using this stroke, in fact, is a quick way of using the PalmPilot’s menu commands.

For example, to delete a record, you can tap on the button and then choose
from that menu. Alternatively, you can do it much faster by using the

Command stroke and then writing . The menu

commands change according to what PalmPilot pro-

gram you’re currently using. For more information

about menus, turn to Chapter 8, “Taking Control of

the PalmPilot’s Applications, Menus, and Records.”

1h“ our

 
To delete several letters,

numbers, or words, high-

light them, and then use Periods, question marks, commas, and
the backspace or Space otherpunctuation marks are good things. Without

I them, writing anything that makes much sense
would be impossible. You can easily use punctuation

stroke to delete them.

Highlight the Charade“ 0“ the with Graffiti. Just tap once in the Graffiti area, and

tOUCh screen by dram-“S a “he then enter a punctuation character. For example, for

direCt'Y through them With YOUr a period, tap once, and then tap again. When you
Stylus. The“ move YOUr Stylus t0 the tap once, a dot appears in the lower-right corner of
Graffiti area. and draw a Space the PalmPilot’s display. For a list of punctuation,
stroke or Backspace stroke. turn to the tear card.

One of the most useful of all Graffiti strokes is the ShortCut stroke, shown in the fol-

lowing figure. ShortCuts are abbreviations that are expanded into longer words or

phrases through PalmPilot magic. You enter a ShortCut by first using the ShortCut

stroke and then writing in the letters of the ShortCut. On my PalmPilot, for example,

I have a ShortCut that automatically expands the letters cig into The Complete Idiot’s
Guide.
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Use this shortcut stroke,

and save yourself a whole
lot of time.

A number of ShortCuts are already built into your PalmPilot, such as me for the word
meeting. Check out this list of built-in shortcuts:

> br Expands to breakfast

lu Expands to lunch

di Expands to dinner (Hmmm, does someone have a food fixation here?)
me Expands to meeting

ds Automatically puts in today’s date

ts Automatically puts in the current time

dts Automatically puts in the current date and time

YVYYYV
You can create new shortcuts yourself easily. To add your own, go to Preferences from
the Applications screen. Then choose ShortCuts from the upper-right corner of the
screen, and follow the directions. Turn to Chapter 21, ”Customizing Your PalmPilot
for the Way You Live and Work, ” for more information about creating and using
ShortCuts.

Getting Help by Using the Built-In Graffiti Cheat
Sheet

If you’re still having trouble writing Graffiti, don’t despair. We’ve all been there. You
can use the built-in Graffiti cheat sheet, shown here, to give guidance on how to
write Graffiti.

Graffiti Help is on the way: You
th' h 'lt—i

EEIIEWDEP r Siméchfat‘éieef
sunflmx"z

Ills

 
  

 
 

  
You can call up the Graffiti cheat sheet in several ways. Because of the peculiarities of
the PalmPilot, not all of them work in all applications.

> Tap on the Menu button, and then choose Graffiti Help from the Iiditmenu.

> Enter the Command stroke, and write the letter G.
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Writing large makes it easier 5,

for Graffiti to recognize

your letters.

When you write small in the
Graffiti area, more errors occur.

Larger is better and more accurate.

Character Graffiti Stroke

 “ n‘.r-__-j."-;-.‘#.I.T H '.a":.',l',‘-'.i'_! '_ is 'r, iii-‘2;

“ Starting from near the bottom of the Graffiti

writing area, draw a slash up the entire PalmPilot,

all the way up to the screen area. (This approach

works only in Palm OS 2.0 or higher.)

.3. -!j'.. . , . .
i ,‘u L."1e.e‘t's-.E;;Zs'

 5:3" , ,. .— . r" ..
i? U»? - v. {if f” ‘13"- II Ll :' i. '- r E ii I; i g-r

Some characters (such as A are easier to write than

other letters (such as Y). You can use different

strokes than 3COM recommends and get better

character recognition. See the list in Table 7.1.

-'.. H(:{.;;{1E.1i-"Ti-(:-f"-' 

How to Draw It 

B

E

rcquwathmw
Draw a 3 on the letter side of the Graffiti writing
area.

Draw a W turned on its side.

Draw a 6 on the letter side of the Graffiti writing
area.

Draw a backward L. Start from the top, go down,
and then left.

Make it look kind of like a fish. Make the loop big.

Round the corners, like a sine symbol, instead of

making them sharp.

Start at the bottom. You can make the top loop
small.

Pay attention to making a very long tail. It’s okay
if you don’t close the O shape.

You can start at the bottom, as with the P. You can

make the top loop small.

Draw a 5 on the letter side of the Graffiti writing
area.

Draw a U, but start from the right.

Draw a fish swimming in the opposite direction
as a K.
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Graffiti . Character Graffiti Stroke How to Draw It
e PalmPilot,

s approach Y 3/ Draw a downward-facing loop, starting on theupper left.

Draw a Z on the number side of the Graffiti
writing area.

2

rtcuts 4 Draw a C on the number side of the Graffiti
writing area.

:ing 5 6‘ Draw an S on the number side of the Graffiti
Nrite than writing area.

:erent 7 Draw a backward C on the number side of the
t better Graffiti writing area.

le 7.1. 9 Draw an 11 on the number side of the Graffiti
writing area.
 

 l. I lThelIllealslt'Y'ouI-Need to"Knon I-_-.
b When you’re writing Graffiti characters, don’t lift your stylus from the writing

iti writing area.

> You can call up a tiny keyboard by tapping the dots beneath the abc or 723
in the Graffiti area.  ’iti writing ’ Playing the bUilt-in game Giraffe can help you learn Graffiti faster.

go down, > Use ShortCuts to write frequently used words and phrases with only a few
strokes.

he 100p big. )- Use the built-in Graffiti cheat sheet to get help with writing characters and
instead of numbers.

top loop

ii. It’s okay

e P. You can

riti writing

direction
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\,
Taking Control of
the PalmPilot's

Applications, Menus,

iHér. and Records
 

,_ n This Chapter

How to run PalmPilot applications

How to use the PalmPilot application controls

How to attach notes to records

How to make records private

How to use menus
 
Before you can get your life organized with the PalmPilot, you need to first take con-
trol of the PalmPilot itself. In this chapter, you find out how to master the heart of

the PalmPilot’s software: the applications, menus, and records. Hey, don’t turn the

page. Believe me, you need to know these basics before you can get your life under

control with your little digital companion. In this chapter, you find out the inside

scoop on these important features:

‘1» How to attach notes to records so that you can not merely schedule appoint-

ments and to-dos, but also include important information, such as details about

who you’re meeting, and more details about your to-dos

> How to use the menus to edit, cut, and paste, and rearrange the way your
PalmPilot looks

> How to use built-in tips so that you’re never at a loss for what to do when you

need help
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Just a reminder: You can start a PalmPilot application in two different ways. One is to

press one of the four ”hard” buttons at the bottom of the PalmPilot screen, if you
want to launch the Date Book, Address Book, To-Do List, or Memo Pad. If your

PalmPilot isn’t turned on, this action turns it on; if it’s already on, this action

switches to the application whose button you pushed. The other way to start an

application is to tap on its icon in the PalmPilot’s main screen.

    
Want to launch any program from a “hard” button? It’s easy.

You can have any of the “hard” buttons at the bottom of the PalmPilot launch

any program you want, notjust the ones they’re preprogrammed to run. To remap

the buttons to launch different programs, tap on from the main

screen, and then choose . You then can remap the buttons. Turn to

Chapter 21, “Customizing Your PalmPilot for the Way You Live and Work,” for

more information on customizing the buttons. — _—_— —-I— h _ _ _— _ _ . v _ .-_ -J-t — _— ——_—_——_——=——=E—=—.—s=-=— 

What you probably don’t know (don’t feel bad, not many people know this) is that

those ”hard” buttons at the bottom of the screen serve another purpose as well. They

cycle you through the different categories and views for each application. For exam-

ple, press on the button once, and it shows you the Day View. Now press

again, and you see the Week view. Press one more time, and you’re shown the Month

View. With the To-Do List, the Address Book, and the Memo Pad, you start the appli-

cation when you press once. Then each time you press the hard button again, you

cycle through the different categories of data in that application, such as Business,
Personal, and so on.

Spend any time in a PalmPilot application, and you’ll notice a variety of little but-

tons, scroll arrows, and tiny little widgets of all sorts. In the following list, you can

see what they look like and learn what they do:
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Chapter 8 > Taking Control of the PalmPilot’s Applications, Menus, and Records 

A check in a check box means that the option is active; no check means the

option is inactive. Tap on a check box to put a check in it. If a check already
appears there, tap on it to remove the check.

To see a previous page of information, tap on the up arrow; to see the next page
of information, tap on the down arrow. Simple, yes?

Tap on the pick list, and you see a list of choices you can make. Tap on the
choice you want, and you’ve chosen it.

These babies are all over the place. Tap on this type of button to perform an
action, such as create a new item, or to give an OK, Cancel, or Done command
in a dialog box.

Use this bar to easily scroll through a document. Drag it and you can move it
one line—or more—at a time. Tap on the arrow at the top of the bar, and you
move up one line at a time; hold your stylus on the arrow, and you continue to
scroll. Tap on the arrow at the bottom of the bar, and you move down one line

at a time; hold your stylus on the arrow, and you continue to scroll. Tap on the
bar itself to move several lines at a time.

This type of box tells you that you can tap inside the box and take an action of
some sort, such as setting the time.

Attaching Notes to Records and Making Records
Private

A record is any event or item in your PalmPilot—for example, a memo, a To-Do item,
an appointment, or an address entry. You can attach a note to any record on your
PalmPilot, except you can’t attach a note to a memo. This makes sense because a

memo is really just a note, and you don’t need to attach a note to a note.

This ability to attach notes may seem simple, but it’s one of the most useful features

of the PalmPilot. Let me tell you some of the ways you can use it:

> When you’re scheduling an appointment in the Date Book, you can attach a
note with the person’s contact information and with other information relevant

to the appointment.

> In your To-Do List, you can add a good deal of detail about each specific to-do,
instead of having just a simple list. You also can use notes to group many To-Do
items into a single entry. For example, under the single to-do ”Pick up gro-
ceries,” you could attach a note with your entire grocery list.

> In your Address Book, you can add personal information to the usual name,
address, and phone number information about someone—for example, his or
her birthday or names of his or her children or favorite food.
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How to Attach Notes to Record:

Attaching a note to any record is quite easy. First, go to the entry where you want to

enter a note. At the bottom of the entry, tap on the button, which you can

see in the following figure. Tap on the button, type your note, and tap

Your note is then put in your list. Whenever an item has a note attached, a little Note

icon appears next to it, as you can see in the figure.

 

 

i To add a note, tap on renoun—
and follow the ' '_ -- -

instructions. When El 2 traitios't'lifiiiiafriiediiér __ I- I":
you’re done, a little Note '3 i S.i:§i’_§‘"‘._‘i.’_i._.h..k., '
icon appears next to the '
entry.

    
How to Make a Record Private

Sometimes you might want to mark certain records private, which means that they

disappear until you type in a secret password. Why would you want to hide records?

Well, let’s say you’re going to a job interview on your lunch hour. You want to have
information about that interview in your PalmPilot, but you don’t want your boss to

accidentally see it. And if you want to remember to buy a specific gift for your spouse

on your anniversary, you want to keep that a secret as well. And, of course, you just

might be flat-out paranoid. Whatever the reason, you can hide information from

other people.

Marking a record private is easy. First, go to the record you want to keep private. Tap

on the button, and then tap on the check box. Doing so marks the

record as private. In the Address Book, after you go to the record, you have to tap on

the button and then the button before you can mark the record as

private.

The process seems simple, but in fact, it might not work yet. Sometimes when you

mark a record as private, it still appears. Why is that? Because you also need to tell

your PalmPilot to hide all private records. Unless you take this extra step, your private

records don't become private; they are still public. I guess that makes them public pri-

vate records, which is about as confusing as things get.

To tell your PalmPilot to hide all private records, go to the Security program by tap-

ping on the button and then tapping on . You then see the

following figure. Tap on , and your records are all hidden.
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Can I have my privacy,

__ _ please? This Security
',__ screen lets you make sure

"mm”: wit” "w that your private records
stay private.Passumrd Features:

Forgotten Password-
Turn Offs Luck Dech_ 

If you want to be super-secure, also add a password using this screen. That way, the

only way to show your private records is if someone first types the password here.

  Cm: fll’ili ...

If you want to cut and paste, change your font, create new entries, set preferences, or

do a whole lot of other neat stuff, you need to use menus. The PalmPilot menus look

and work a lot like the ones you’re familiar with from the PC and the Mac. They drop

down from the top of the screen, and you choose an option by tapping on it.

may Mervin”,

So far, so good. But one thing is kind of confusing about the PalmPilot menus. They
change according to the program you’re running. Therefore, the menus for the To-Do

List are different from the ones for the Address Book. And making things even more

confusing, the menus can change even in the same program, depending on what
you’re doing. For example, the menus you use in the To-Do List are different from the

menus you use when you’re writing an attached note in the To-Do List. The following
figure shows a menu pulled down.

A typical menu on the

 
PalmPilot.

212-555-1223“!566555-9871W

To open a menu in any program, tap on the him-2:11 button. A menu then appears at
the top of the screen. Generally, you’ll find these three kinds of menus:

in» '3 ‘ii‘ Renard inseam Using this menu, for example, you can create and delete
records, attach and delete a note to a record, or beam a record to another Palm

III or higher.

iv The mu mun-a; You use the Edit menu for cutting, copying, and pasting text;

undoing editing commands; and calling up the keyboard so that you can enter
text without using Graffiti.
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You use this menu when you want to change the font or

change the way you display information, such as by company name rather than
last name in the Address Book.

 
Use the Command stroke to enter menu commands quickly.

If you want to save time, use the Graffiti Command stroke instead of menus. The
Command stroke lets you perform menu commands without having to tap, tap,
tap. To use the Command stroke, draw an upward slash, starting at the lower-left
area of Graffiti and ending near the upper—right area. Then write a single letter,
such as , which deletes a record, or , which cuts a selection of text. The menu

shows you the letters to use with Command strokes to perform each menu func-
tion. For more information on using Graffiti, turn back to Chapter 7, “Digital

Magic: Taking Notes with Graffiti.”—_..— .. _ _—._ s___—_—__=._ ——-——%_ ___,_._.-—__--

Changing Your Font with Menus
The PalmPilot screen is small and often hard to read, especially under many different

kinds of lighting. For that reason, I find myself changing fonts often. On the Palm 111,
you can use three different fonts: small, medium, and large. I use the small font for
most things, for example, but often use the medium font in memos and notes
because I find it hard to read much text in the small font. To change a font, choose

from the menu, or use the Command stroke followed by the letter

You then see the following screen. Just choose the font size you want, tap on , and

you’ve done the job.

Pick a peck of fonts. SelettFont
Choose small, medium,

or large.  
Cutting, Copying, and Pasting Text

The other menu feature I use all the time is for cutting and pasting text. It works a lot

like Windows or the Macintosh. To cut or copy text, highlight it by drawing your sty-

lus through it. When the text is highlighted, choose from the menu to
delete it and put it into the PalmPilot’s built-in Clipboard. (The Clipboard works just
like a computer’s Clipboard: Whatever you put in there can be pasted somewhere
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Chapter 8 > Taking Control of the PalmPilot’s Applications, Menus, and Records 

else, although you can have only one thing in there at a time. When you put in a
new clip, the old one vanishes.) To paste the text somewhere else, tap with your
stylus on the place where you want it pasted, and choose I’asle from the hill menu.

The text then is pasted in. If you want to copy text but not delete it, choose ! npv
instead of l at from the filil menu.

Psssst! Using the PalmPilot's Built-In Tips
No matter how much of a pro you become at mastering your life with your PalmPilot,
you’re still going to need tips at some point. Let me share the good news: Tips are
built right into the PalmPilot. You just have to know where to look.

When you tap on the Details button on any record, you get a screen that lets you
enter information about that record. At the top of the screen is a little i button

(which stands for “information”), as you can see in the figure on the left. Tap on it,
and you get tips about working with that particular record, as you can see in the fig-
ure on the right.

flddress [any Details 0
showin List: v Work

category: v Unfiled

Tap on the little 1 in this

screen, and you get a tip
about how to use the
record.

- To create a note from the
fiddress List screen, tap the
blankarea to the right of
the phone number.Private: Cl 
I The category displayed in
the Hddress List screen is
assigned automatically tonew l-‘lddress entries. 
 

 

 
 

  

'l'h'e Least-You ’Need to:Know

b If you keep pressing a “hard” button for a particular application, it cycles you
through the different categories and views for that application.

> You can remap the “hard” buttons so that they can launch any program you
want, notjust the ones they were originally programmed to do.

> You can attach notes to records so that you can get more information about
your appointments, contacts, and to-dos.

> You can mark records as private so that only you can read them. You also can

password—protect them so that only someone who knows the password can
view them.

) You can use the Graffiti Command stroke as a shortcut to using Menu com-
mands.
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Chapter 19

Beam Me Up,

Scotty! Using
the Palm lll’s

Infrared Port

  
apter

 
How infrared beaming works

What kind of information you can beam to other Palms

How to beam and receive information using the Palm

Smart tips and strategies when using beaming to make your life more productive
 
One of the more amazing features of the Palm III is its capability to send and receive
information to other Palm Ills via its beaming port. You can send and receive items

such as memos and to-dos, entire categories of information, programs, and even busi-

ness cards. Beaming is great when you need to share information with others about

projects, plans, and contacts.

 
When you beam information to someone, you’re copying it to that person’s Palm via
the beaming port. The information that you beam over stays on your Palm; only a

copy of it is sent.

What's an Infrared Beam, Anyway?
The Palm 111 does its bit of magic using an infrared (IR) beam, which is a beam of light

that’s invisible to the human eye because its rays are in the part of the electromag-

netic spectrum that’s beyond the limits of what we can see. (Whew! How’s that for

complicated, high-tech talk?) Data travels along the beam from the beaming port
on the top of one Palm III to the beaming port on the top of the other. The Palms’
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beaming ports have to be pointed at one another, and nothing can be in beIWeen
them to break the beam. {The beam can’t go [though walls like Superman’s x—ray
vision. for example] ’l‘liey should be anywhere from about 2 inches to ahout 40
inches apart for best performance. (For those of you who think metric, think between
5 centimeters and 1 meter.)

8““ Talk’\° . .

  
What does IrDA stand for?

You may have seen the acronym IrDA used when referring to infrared technology
on computers and printers. IrDA stands for the infrared Data Association, a group
of hardware makers that developed a standard for sending data via infrared light.
Many computers—especially laptops—come with IrDA ports, and increasingly, print~
ers come with them as well. Computers and printers equipped with erA ports can
communicate with one another—for example, a computer can print without using
a printer cable; it prints using an infrared beam. The infrared port on the Palm lll
isn't an erA port, so the Palm III can't communicate with IrDA—equipped hard—
ware. The WorkPad, however, can communicate with the IrDA—equipped ThinkPad
laptop computer.

Some computers have infrared ports called IrDA ports. The infrared beam of your
PalmPilot can’t communicate with them, however, because different technology isused for each.

Your TV remote control and other kinds of remote controls, such as remote controls
for CD players, also use infrared beams. Don’t try pointing your Palm III at them,
however, because it unfortunately doesn’t work.

Amazingly enough, though, you can buy special software and hardware that let you
turn your Palm Ill’s infrared beam into a universal remote-control device. With this
sottw;-.1re and hardware, you can control your TV, your CD player, and other items in
your home that can he controlled by an infrared remote control. You can find several
of these devices and software, including one called the. Wedge and another called
Oinniltemote.

You also can buy a program called PalmPrint from Stevens Creek Software that allows
you to use your beaming port to print with IrDA-equipped printers.
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Chaptlr 19 b Beam Me Up, Scotty! Using the Palm III’s Infrared Port 

What Kind of Stuff Can You Beam?
You can beam almost anything on your Palm III to another Palm III. Here’s the low-

down on what you can send and receive:

> Any single entry in the Address llouk. Ilale Bunk. lu-llu list. ur
Memo Purl You therefore can beam (or receive) appointments, to-dos,
memos, and contact information to another Palm 111.

h [nlirr- rnlrgnrlus in the Address flunk. Ilalv Hunk, lu-llu Lin. or

“can: I'm! If you have a category of contacts called Prospects you want to

send (or receive), for example, you can do so by using the infrared beam. You

can beam any category in any of these applications.

> Entire programs that yml's'r Installed on Your l'nlm lll Let’s say
you’ve installed a neat game or other kind of program, and you want someone

else to try it. No problem. Beam it over. Before you beam or receive a program,

though, make sure that you’re not violating the program’s copyright by doing

so. Check the program’s documentation; when you weed through the lawyer-

ese, you should find a statement telling you whether this kind of thing is
kosher.

Non-Palm 'lll models can—be upgraded to beam as well.

If you don’t have a Palm III and are jealous of your friends who beam with aban-

don, don’t despair; there’s hope for you. You can buy a 2MB upgrade card (that
also has beaming capabilities) from 3COM for about $130 and can plug it into your
existing PalmPilot. Then you can start beaming with the best of them.

 
)- \"our own personal "lmslm-ss card" You can put contact information

such as your name, phone number, and email address (and even your favorite

color, if you like) into the Address Book and then designate that entry as your
business card. You can then send that business card to someone else with a Palm

III, and you can receive business cards from others as well.

Be aware that your infrared beam doesn’t let you transfer absolutely anything you

want from Palm III to Palm 111. You can’t beam over any information from the Mail or

Expense programs. You also can’t beam the built-in programs that come with your
PalmPilot, such as the Date Book and Memo Pad. You can beam information from

those programs, as I explained before, but not the programs themselves.
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So Let's Get Beaming Already: How to Beam
Stuff to Others

Beaming information from Palm III to Palm III sounds awfully sci-fi and high-tech.

The truth is, though, it’s very easy to do. You can beam individual items, entire care-

gories, whole programs, and business cards.

The first thing you need to do before beaming is make sure that a Palm III is nearby,
ready to receive. After you’ve found a willing Victim—l mean someone Who wants to

receive your information—point your beaming port at that person’s beaming port,

and make sure you’re from within about 2 to 40 inches from each other. Then you’re
ready to go.

In the following sections, you learn how to beam each different kind of item to
another Palm 111.

How to Beam an Individual Item to Another Palm III

After you’ve pointed your Palm Ills at each other, select the individual item you

want to beam to another Palm 111, such as a memo in the Memo Pad. Then tap on

the Menu button. When you see a screen like the one in the following figure, Choose

llraul. (Instead of using the Menu button, you can use the Command stroke
shortcut fill.)

On your mark, get set,

beam...Here, you can
Choose to beam an indi-
vidual item to another
Palm III.

  
  

 
IRecord Edit Optloni

N f __. New Memn ./
Delete Memo _ .lD _ '
Benin Memo (8

After you choose this option, you see a very brief message telling you that the item is

being prepared for beaming. Another brief message tells you that your Palm III is
searching for another Palm to transfer information to. When it transfers the informa-

tion, a screen tells you that you’re sending the information. Congratulations! You’ve

just beamed your first piece of information to someone else. The whole process
shouldn’t take longer than a few seconds.

How to Beam an Entire Category to Another Palm III
Beaming an entire category of information to another Palm III is just as easy as beam-

ing a single piece of information. To beam an entire category to another Palm 111, just
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I switch to the category you want to beam by tapping on the (alegnry triangle in the
upper-right corner of your screen. Then tap on the Menu button. When you see a
screen like the one shown in the following figure, choose [team t ant-gory. (There’s

no Command stroke shortcut for beaming an entire category, by the way.) The same

$32226 things happen as happened when you beamed an individual item. The only differ-
ence is that transferring the category might take a bit longer because a category is

made up of many items, not just a single one.

; nearby,

wants to Record—' You can just as easily

g port, E gfilteutcilrizfl' .m .: _ beam an entire category
en you’re 53:12.13Note‘ jg as you can beam an indi-

i Beam Item 'z' vidual item.
‘ Beam (uteorm ELL _

,1 t0 [3 3 Bri_m,|_ra_b€:; In for thud-up
 

  

 j 4 Praeilc'gl'gr_.cl'_1&sguluur_r!'E1 5 fiaflezrrithfiptl. __

(53.75”:

 
1 III

 

ou

Zap on How to Beam 3 Program to Another Palm III
re, Choose Beaming an entire application to another Palm III is quite easy. First, tap on the
:e fippllmllum button. The Applications screen then appears, showing you all the

programs on your PalmPilot. Now tap on the Menu button, and choose "earn, or
use the Command stroke shortcut :11. When you choose this command, you see the

following screen. Notice that some of the programs have a little picture of a lock next

to them; the lock means that they can’t be beamed.

When you see a lock next

fiddre§s to a program name on
232:2,“ this screen, it means thatBBudd ’
om Brook program can t be beamed.ExpenseHuckMaster
HondFau
Hearts
Mail

he item is c_J°°“e'
l 111 is

3 12:03::- Tap on the name of the program you want to beam. Then tap on the “cam button.
LS' ssou Your Palm 111 then goes through the now-familiar beaming routine. Beaming ance

entire application usually takes even longer than sending a category because most

applications are larger than categories. However, even the largest program shouldn’t
take more than several minutes to beam.

n Ill

y as beam—
lm 111, just
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You can’t beam just any application from one Palm III to another,

I mentioned before that you can’t beam the Palm’s built—in applications from One

device to another. Neither can you beam some other programs. You cannot beam
some add-on software to another Palm III. You cannot do so because the software

company worries that if you had this capability, everyone would be beaming the
software to each other, and very few people would bother to buy it. You can tell
which software can't be beamed by looking for the little lock icon.

 
-. I "-

.-‘. . a- . . _ .;_ .. _. “-....t’.. , __=. -. H... ..I'. n 1%-, '!:=
:"'r--'-j-:"..l-ilil'.-.'1:1; Jamil -£§-11.'l‘:\:l|_-.'«.."3.--. L.._..v;§‘s=._l at.” .‘L'ilhl'lsliilliE—‘lr l""-°ri::.r'l ll

Beaming your business card to another Palm III is a breeze. It’s a two-step process.
I. First, you designate an entry in your Address Book as your business card. Then you
I beam away.

i To designate an entry as your business card, either create a new one, or open an exist—
ing one. With it open, tap on the 3 _, button, and then choose a” ;» . _= i..-. -:- .

. ._; from the . menu. You then see the following screen.

address View_m
Select Business Cord

C?) Make this name yourbusiness card?

  On this screen, you can

designate an entry as
your business card.

 

  
   

Thli nomeullllha
beamed to another
device when you selett
‘Beum Business Curd' or
hold down the address
button.

  
  

  

Just tap on - . That’s all it takes; you’re ready to beam your card to someone else.

I When an entry is your business card, it gets extra-special treatment from your
PalmPilot: A little icon that looks like a rolodex card appears at the top of the entry,

l as you can see in the following figure.
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To beam the business card, go to the Address Book. (You don’t have to open your

business card itself.) Then tap on the Menu button, and choose “can: Blaine“
fund from the ROI "rd menu. It is beamed then, just like any other item on your
Palm III.

"duress iew 5‘ When you see the little
icon that looks like a

ushmm Mania rolodex card at the top of
mm “”5542” an entry, it means that

5175554234 entry 15 your busmess
card. 

-{:J 
Receivmg Information on Your Palm III via the

lm Ill Infrared Beam

3:33:11 Receiving information on your Palm III is a bit different than sending it. You get to
say whether you would like to receive the information; therefore, a few different steps

are required.

2n an ex1st- When someone tries to beam you something, you get a brief message saying
“Hum“ ”Preparing,” which flashes by quickly. Then comes another brief message saying

”Waiting for Sender, ” and another screen tells you it’s receiving the data being sent.

At this point, even though the data is being sent to you, note that it’s not yet stored

permanently on your Palm 111. After all the information is sent, you get a message

asking whether you want to accept what’s being beamed to you. You are told specifi-

cally what’s being sent. If you don’t want to accept it, tap V0. (Your motto must be

”Beware of geeks bearing gifts”) To accept it, tap Vex. (Your motto clearly is “Don’t

look a gift horse in the mouth”)

If you choose to accept the item, you get a note telling you it’s being accepted. Then

the item (or category, or whatever is being beamed) opens. You can edit it at that

point if you want, or you can simply store it. That’s all there is to this process.
ne else.
nur

1e entry,
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When you’re sent a category of items, you receive the items, but

they are uncategorized.

One of the oddest things about receiving information via infrared beam is how the
Palm Ill handles receiving entire categories. When you receive a category, every sin—
gle item in that category is sent to you. Oddly enough, though, each item in that
category is listed as Unfiled; in other words, the items aren't linked to a specific
category. 50, for example, if someone sends you the To—Do List category of
Football, which has 13 To-Do items in it, you get all the To—Do items, but they
aren't listed under Football. The Football category doesn’t show up anywhere on
your Palm Ill. The items are all Unfiled. You have to create the Football category
yourself and then manually categorize them if you want them to be associated with
the Football category.

Want to make your life more organized and more productive? Follow these tips and
strategies for how to beam, and you can make it so:

Like many people, you probably wear many hats in your life (no silly
ones, I hope). You may have a job and also a small home-based business. You
may spend time volunteering for a good cause. And even in your job, you may
perform a variety of different functions. Having customized business cards for
everything you do would be nice. Creating the cards is easy with the Palm 111.
Just create separate entries for each business card. Then, when you want to use a
particular one for beaming, designate that one as your current business card.

Beaming is a very neat thing to do.
It can be annoying as well. You don’t want to always be bombarded with beams
that interrupt your work and thoughts. You can easily turn off beaming so that
you don’t receive beams and so that you aren’t even notified when someone
tries beaming something to you. To do so, tap on the - button and
then on . From the triangle in the upper-right portion of your screen,
choose . Then tap on the triangle next to and choose

-, as shown in the following figure. To turn it back on again, get back to this
screen and choose
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Chapter 19 I» Beam Me Up, Scofly! Using the Palm III’5 Infrared Port
.______—_—n—i—'—'—'—'—‘—

Preferences On this screen, you can

turn off beaming.
Set Time: i__i___1t3__2_am_i
Set Date: gig/gag;

Huto-offufter: v 2 minute:

System Sound: v High
fllurm Sound: v Low

Game Sound: v High
Beam Receive: '3‘ ..
 

r {jroale l'n-llo talk-guru‘s that yuu Lam beam to others “Im work [or
mm m a way of assigning links and umrdinating llmim‘h.Let’s say
you’re working on a complex project, and as part of it, you need to assign tasks
to one or more people. For each person on the project, create a To-Do category.

Then, after you have a meeting with members of the team and want to more
make sure they have the full list of what you need them to do, beam their cate-
gories to them. They then have an accurate list of what needs to be done.

 ;The Least You-Need to Know

To beam or receive information using the infrared beam, your Palm III must
be within from 2 to 40 inches of the other Palm III, with nothing blocking
the beam.

You can’t beam or receive information using your Palm III and a computer’s

erA infrared port.

You can beam individual items, entire categories, and whole applications, but

you can’t beam anything from the Mail or Expense programs.

To make it easier to give people your contact information, create a business
card and then beam it to them.

If you don’t want to be bothered by people beaming information to you,
you can turn off the beaming option. 
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Customizing Your
PalmPilot for the

Way You Live and
Work

 
In This .Ghapter 

> Remapping your PalmPilot’s buttons

Using and customizing the full—screen pen stroke

1' Creating ShortCuts to make entering text easier

P Using several PalmPilots to work with a single PC

‘W

You can’t paint hot-rod flames on your PalmPilot, tattoo it, put your monogram on it,

or brand it with your ranch brand. (Too bad—I would kind of like to see a Ponderosa

flaming brand on its side.)

You can customize it, however, in a whole lot of other ways. You can master your '

PalmPilot instead of having it master you. You’ll find that customizing your PalmPilot

for the way you live and work is easy. In this chapter, you find out how to change the

way its buttons work, how to create ShortCuts to put in text for you automatically,
and much more as well.

 
Cute as 3 Button: Remapping Your PalmPilot's
Buttons

Don’t like the programs that the buttons across the bottom of the PalmPilot run? No

problem. You can make them run anything you want. Maybe you use the Calculator

all the time, but never the Memo Pad. Or you always use a particular email program,

but you never use the To-Do List. What a pain. Why should you be stuck with what

some engineer has decided your PalmPilot buttons should do?
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Supercharging Your Life with the Pathilot
 

 You’re not stuck. You can easily change what programs the four PalmPilot hard but-

tons do when you push them. You can also change what the Calc button does When

you tap it. In fact, you can even change what happens when you press the HotSync
button on the PalmPilot cradle or modern. Let me tell you how.

First, tap on the button, and then choose . Tap on the triangle in

the upper-right corner of your screen, and choose . When you do so, you see

the following screen.

Make your buttons run preterm“ '
any program you want by 52'9“ an application to:ustumize each button:

using the Buttons

Preferences screen.

 
  

The five buttons listed on this screen are the Date Book, Memo Pad, Address Book,

To-Do List, and Calc. Now, you might have noticed that you have only four physical

buttons on your PalmPilot, but five buttons are listed here. The odd button out is

Calculator, which doesn’t have a physical button; instead, it’s silkscreened on the

PalmPilot glass. Don’t worry; you can still remap any of them, including the

silkscreened Calculator button. To remap one, decide for which button you want to

run a different program than the one listed, and then tap on the triangle next to it.

After you tap on the triangle, you get a list of all the programs on your PalmPilot, as

shown in the following figure. Choose the one you want to run when you tap on the

chosen button. Now, whenever you tap that button, the program you chose, not the

original program, runs.

Tap on the triangle next
to the button you want to
Change, and from this
list, Choose the program [WWI-1““? v Memo Pad
you want that button to RpmHotSym
run. Mm, v (atMemo Pad

Pref:
.._.. Security

' cf- To Do List | Hotsync.
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Chapter 21 > Customizing Your PalmPilot for the Way You Live and Work—________‘__

)t hard but-

1 does when

he HotSync

:he triangle in

10 so, you see . .

You can easily make all the buttons work the way they did when

you bought your PalmPilot.

Let’s say you've fiddled and diddled with all the buttons on your PalmPilot and

changed them all, but you then decide that you liked them the way they were

when you bought it. You don’t have to manually change every button. Instead,

tap on Default on the Buttons Preferences screen, and all the buttons work the

same way they did the moment your PalmPilot came out of the box.

  
When Is HotSync Not a HotSync? When You Remap

lress Book, It! Button

our physrcal Amazingly enough, you can also change what happens when you press the HotSync
on 01“ 15 button on your PalmPilot cradle or modern. I must admit that I’m not exactly sure
‘d on the why you would want to change it, other than the fact that you can do it. (Why climb I
the Mt. Everest? Because it’s there. Of course, remapping your HotSync button is much :

'ou want l0 easier than climbing a mountain.) i3 next to it.

To remap your HotSync button, get to the Buttons Preferences screen as outlined pre- !

Viously. Then tap on the HutSym- button. You then can remap both the HotSync '

button on your cradle and on your PalmPilot modem, in the same way you remap

your other buttons, as outlined in the preceding section. |

’almPilot, as

)u tap on the
rose, not the

Use the Power of the Pen: Customizing the
Full-Screen Pen Stroke

Let me share a secret you might not know about your PalmPilot: You can use a spe-

cial pen stroke to do some pretty neat things. Doing the stroke is easy; it’s not like

you need to know how to dance the bugaloo or anything. To use the stroke, place the

pen somewhere around the middle of the Graffiti writing area, and then draw it

quickly straight along the face of the screen toward the top of the PalmPilot, as

shown in the following figure. That’s all there is to it.

247
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 Superchaiging Your Life with the PalmPilot
   

This special pen stroke
brings up the Graffiti
Help screen.

 
When you use this keystroke, it normally brings up the keyboard, which lets you tap
to enter text into your PalmPilot. Ah, but let’s say that you don’t want this pen stroke

to bring up the Help screen? Can you do anything about it? You certainly can. You

can customize the stroke to do any of the following:
 

Normally, to turn on the backlight, you

have to press the PalmPilot’s power button for two seconds. To turn it back off,
you hold the button down for two seconds again. Instead, you can use this

stroke. If the backlight’s turned off and you use this stroke, it turns on the back-

light. If the backlight’s turned on and you use this stroke, it turns off the back-

light. By the way, I use the stroke like this.

 
This stroke normally opens the keyboard. You can tap

away on the keyboard instead of using Graffiti strokes.

Having trouble remembering the Graffiti keystroke for a

letter or number? You can pop up a Graffiti Help screen that shows you how to
write each letter and number.

You’re a secrecy freak. You worry about your phone being

tapped. You use all kinds of encryption when you use the Internet. And you

want to keep people and their prying eyes away from your PalmPilot. If so, then

this feature’s for you. It turns off your PalmPilot and then locks it so that only

someone who knows the password can turn it back on again. Before you can use

this feature, you have to turn on the password feature. For information on how

to do that, turn to Chapter 4, ”Organization 101: Touring the PalmPilot’s Main
Screen.”

 
  

 

  
 
 Want a quick way to beam data to another Palm Ill? Just redefine

the keystroke to beam away. Then whatever item you’ve been looking at is
beamed to a nearby Palm III.

 
 

 

  
  

 

 
 As I mentioned before, by default, this keystroke brings up the keyboard. To have it

instead do any of the tasks in the preceding list, get to the Buttons Preferences screen

as you would normally. Then tap on to open the following screen. Now just

choose what you want the pen stroke to do by tapping on the triangle.

 

  
 

  

  
 248
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Take the Express Lane: Using
PalmPilot ShortCuts

 

 

Chapter 21 > Customizing Your PalmPilot for the Way You Live anal Work 

Here, you can redefineSelect a feature you can
“as”, drawing ”WM the secret pen stroke.from the writing area to the
top nfthe screen.

@ v Graffiti Help 
Writing with Graffiti is no fun. It’s slow. It’s

tedious. It’s easy to make mistakes.
 

Using ShortCuts is a great way to make enter- ShortCuts can be a maxi-

ing commonly used text and phrases into your mum of 45 characters and

PalmPilot faster. With them, you’ll never make spaces.
a mistake. They let you enter a short abbrevia-
tion and then have the PalmPilot do some

l’alinPiint magic and expand that abbreviation

into a longer phrase. For example, let’s say that

you often write the phrase “These are the times

that try men’s souls.” (If you do use that

phrase a lot, by the way, then I think it’s time ‘ —:—--——==u.--=~~~::~-a-—

for a vacation. Or a new job. Or maybe a new

life.) Instead of entering that phrase each time, you can instead write the ShortCut

lli, for example, and the PalmPilot writes out the longer phrase for you.

You are limited on how many char—

acters you can expand a ShortCut

into: 45 characters and spaces.

Anything longer than that, and

you’re out of luck.
 

To use a ShortCut, you first write the Graffiti ShortCut character, shown in the fol-

lowing figure, and then write the ShortCut text. (Think of the ShortCut character as a

lowercase cursive L; that should help you remember how to write it.) When you do,

the PalmPilot takes over and automatically writes the text that you want.

You write the ShortCuts

character like this.

The PalmPilot comes with a number of ShortCuts already built in. Table 21.1 shows

what they are and what they do.

249
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Part 4 > Supercharging Your Life with the PalmPilot 
  

“ Table 21.1 PalmPilot Built—In ShortCut:—-—-_——————II-—

 

 

' ShortCut Turns Into

hr Breakfast

‘ éDinn'e‘i— .. .—a1
(15 Today’s date

I! "The. cu'r‘re-n't'deite and time ”1.
III Lunch

fi ' _ ' —Meeti_ng‘_ _ "_ " ' __ u
ts The current time

|

Creating ShortCut: of Your Own

 
No doubt, you’ll want ShortCuts for more things than breakfast, lunch, dinner, and

some date and time stamps. You can easily create your own by tapping on the

.-\ppl|t;ntimls button and then choosing Prl'h. From the screen that appears,

choose Shorfliuls. You then see the following screen.

On this screen, you can vsmnm
get to be master Ofthe L, ._;.,m_,-.,,.di - Dinner

ds - [Date Stamp]
dts - [Date and Tlme Stump]lu - Lunch

ShortCuts universe.

me > Meeting
15 - [Tim-2 Stamp]

New ] Edit 1-

  
To create a new ShortCut, tap on New . When you see the following screen, put in

the name of the ShortCut at the top of the screen; in other words, enter the abbrevia-

tion that you want to write. At the bottom of the screen, write in the ShortCut text;

| in other words, enter what you want the ShortCut to expand to.

You create it ShortCut by ' ShorttutEntry 6
entering,r text here. ShortCut Name:

ShortCut Text:

These are the t_im_e_:_!h_u}rl|yrrnen's 
"' 250
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Chapter .21 > Customizing Your PalmPilot for the Way You Live and Work 

When you’re done, tap on OK. Now, whenever you enter the ShortCut character and

the abbreviation you just entered, the abbreviation is automatically expanded into
the full ShortCut text.

Editing Existing ShortCut:
Sometimes you might want to change a

ShortCut after you’ve created it. You can easily

edit a ShortCut that you’ve created. To do so,

go to the ShortCut Preferences screen, tap on

the ShortCut you want to edit, and then tap

on lidit. At this point, you can edit the

ShortCut. If you instead want to delete the

ShortCut, tap on Delete.

Put Your Stamp on Your

PalmPilot: Putting in Your
Name

Let me cast my vote for the most useless
PalmPilot feature ever created: You can write in

your name as the owner. I don’t know why this

 
 

Make sure to put a space at

the end of your ShortCut
text.

If you don't put a space at the end

of your ShortCut text, you often

have to put the space in manually
after the ShortCut is entered. So,

when you're defining a new

ShortCut, make sure to put that

space at the end.

feature is here. I guess the thinking is that if you lose your PalmPilot and someone

finds it, that someone will be enough of a Palm devotee and will know to look for the
screen that defines who owns the PalmPilot. And then, of course, this devotee will

immediately track you down and send you the PalmPilot. The thought would never

cross the person’s mind that all he or she needs to do is change your name to his or

hers, and he or she will have just gotten a free many-hundred dollar device.

Well, let’s take a vote for honesty, and assume that someone may well find your

PalmPilot and return it to you. Just in case, let me tell you how to put your name in.

Tap on the Applications button and then on Profs. From the resulting screen,

choose Owner. Then write in your contact information, as shown here. By the way,

if you find this PalmPilot, make sure to return it to me.

Pro [ere-Icesm
rhlstlm||.||.s.ow.zed.bxr . . .

|§_Bs.qr_n_ur.L_qn_e..
..amb_ri_dae,,uagzifc{;_______ 

On this screen, you enter
your name and contact
information. Ifyou find
this PalmPilot on the

street somewhere, please
return it.
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Supercharging Your Life with the PalmPilot

Little-known fact: Several people can use their PalmPilots on the same PC. Several dif-
ferent people therefore can HotSync their PalmPilot data with data stored on the PC.
The PalmPilot and the Palm Desktop program are smart enough to keep everyone’s
information straight.

Here’s how it works. When you first set up your PalmPilot to HotSync with your PC,
you’re asked for your username. From that point on, the PC always recognizes that
username and does the proper HotSync. So, just make sure that everyone picks a dif—
ferent username for their PalmPilot.

”Talk

it.
,5

HackMaster can help you customize your PalmPilot.

A widely available program called HackMaster can help you customize the
PalmPilot in about a zillion different ways—everything from customizing its sounds,
its alarms, how you use Graffiti, and much more as well. You don't actually use
HackMaster to make any of these changes. Instead, you install HackMaster, which
allows you to install other system hacks that customize your PalmPilot. Turn to
Chapter 20, “Installing New Software on Your PalmPilot,” for information on
where to get HackMaster and system hacks.
flrecs-$9M;5‘3“near—lficfiwturmflaw' .nie 

The Least You Need to Know

To remap your PalmPilot’s buttons, you use the Buttons Preferences screen.

You can remap the HotSync cradle button and modem button so that it runs

any program you want, not just HotSync.

You can customize the full-screen pen stroke for the PalmPilot feature you
use most.

ShortCuts can save you a great deal of time; you can use abbreviations that
automatically input up to 45 characters and spaces.
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Appendix B

Glossary: Speak
Like a Geek

Address Book The application in your PalmPilot that lets you keep track of names
and addresses.

application buttom The four large buttons across the bottom of the PalmPilot

that, when pushed, run the Date Book, Address Book, To-Do List, and Memo Pad.

archive A set of backups of items you’ve deleted from the PalmPilot that is kept on
your desktop computer.

backlight A light in the PalmPilot Personal, PalmPilot Professional, Palm III, and

Palm VH that lights the screen and makes it more legible.

battery cover A cover on the back of the PalmPilot that holds in the batteries.

beam To send information from one Palm III to another Via the infrared port.

business card A record in the Address Book that you designate as your contact

information and that you can beam to other Palm 111 owners from your Palm III.

Cale The PalmPilot’s built-in calculator.

check box A box that you check by tapping on it; it lets you enable or disable an
option.

Command stroke A Graffiti stroke that lets you quickly enter PalmPilot commands
without having to use menus.

COM port A connection on a desktop computer that allows the computer to

communicate with other devices. You plug the PalmPilot’s cradle into the desktop
computer’s COM port. COM ports are commonly referred to as COM Port 1, COM
Port 2, and so on.
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condui! A software link that synchronizes data between your PalmPilot and your
desktop computer for a specific application, such as the Date Book. Each PalmPilot

1| application has its own conduit.

contrast wheel The Wheel you turn to change the PalmPilot’s screen contrast.

“at“! The device that lets you HotSync your PalmPilot to your PC. You plug it into
your desktop computer’s serial port, and you place your PalmPilot into it.

Dah‘ BOOK The application in the PalmPilot that lets you keep track of your
schedule.

Day View The View in the Date Book that shows you the day’s appointments.

00‘ "I! A reference file that you can read on your PalmPilot.

00: made! A special program you use for reading Doc reference files.

' DWI? down H“ A list that drops down when you tap on a triangle. You can choose
an item from the list by tapping on it.

r [3516' Ex: A small picture, animation, or other message hidden in the PalmPilot
that can be called up only by a specific series of taps, strokes, and button pushes.

E‘PD'UE The application in your PalmPilot that lets you track your expenses.

Ellefldfll Shift 51'0“ A stroke used in Graffiti that lets you enter special charac-
ters, such as the copyright symbol.

GiMHB A game included on the PalmPilot CD that teaches you how to use Graffiti.

| Graffiti The PalmPilot’s handwriting-recognition system.

I 5'3"“? ire-3 The area on the PalmPilot where you write with your stylus to input
text.|

‘ | HachMarter A program that lets you customize the PalmPilot’s operating system
and the way that it works.

I hard hIIfiDIII Another term for the application buttons. See also application buttons.

“Md It!" A reset in which you restart your PalmPilot, and all data and add-in pro-
grams are deleted.

HotSync To synchronize information between your PalmPilot and your desktop
computer.

| HotSync Manager The software you need to run to do a HotSync between your
' ' PalmPilot and your desktop computer.

IBM WOI’kpad A device sold by IBM that looks, works, and functions exactly like
I ' the PalmPilot.

I 302
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infrared port The port on top of the Palm III, covered by a piece of plastic,
through which you can beam information to other Palm 1115 via infrared beams.

Internet Service Provider USP) A company that provides you with Internet
access by letting you dial into it for a monthly fee.

IrDA A standard for sending data between computers and other hardware via

infrared light. The PalmPilot’s IR port doesn’t work with the IrDA standard.

in port See infrared port.

kilobyte A measurement of storage capacity on a computer such as the PalmPilot,
typically abbreviated as K or KB.

MacPac A cable adapter and software that you need to plug your PalmPilot into a
Macintosh.

Mail The application in your PalmPilot that lets you use your desktop computer’s
email program to send and receive email.

megabytr A measurement of storage capacity on a computer such as the PalmPilot,

typically abbreviated as MB. A megabyte is made up of approximately 1,000 kilobytes.
See also kilobyte.

Memo Pad The application in your PalmPilot that lets you write notes and memos.

memory cover A cover on the back of the PalmPilot that holds in the memory
card.

Month view The View in the Date Book that shows you a month at a glance.

operating system The software built into a computer such as the PalmPilot that

performs all its basic functions, including accepting input from the stylus and dis-
playing information on the screen.

Palm Desktop The PalmPilot desktop software that runs on a Windows-based PC.

Palm OS The PalmPilot’s operating system. See also operating system.

PalmPilot Personal The second-generation PalmPilot, which has 512KB of mem-
ory and backlighting.

PalmPilot Professional The second-generation PalmPilot, which has 1MB of

memory, backlighting, and additional features such as Mail.

Palm Ill The third-generation PalmPilot, which has 2MB of memory and has fea-
tures such as the capability to beam information to other Palm 1115.

Palm VII The fourth-generation PalmPilot, which allows you to send and receive
messages and get information from the Web Via wireless communications.
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The Complete Idiot’s Guide to PalmPilot and Palm III  

Short for personal digital assistant, a term first coined for Apple computer’s
Newton, and sometimes used to refer to a device like the PalmPilot or Palm.

_ --_| —n-‘:-~ .91.». ..:._.-.-..-. Software such as Outlook and ACT onadesktop

computer that lets you track names, addresses, appointments, and other similar infor—

mation; in other words, it performs the same tasks the PalmPilot does.

._ II -: A list from which you pick an option by tapping on it.

1"? . is r -;='-..~ -.'. .r- The PalmPilot desktop software that runs on a
Macintosh.

The first-generation PalmPilot, with 128KB of memory.

' "-- r The first-generation PalmPilot, with 512KB of memory.

See personal information manager.

A computer used by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) that lets you
receive email.

To delete archived items.

Events that occur on regular basis, such as on the first day of

every month or on every Tuesday.

To restart the PalmPilot after it freezes.

A tiny pinhole in the back of the PalmPilot that lets you reset the
PalmPilot if it freezes.

An onscreen arrow that, when tapped, shows a new screen of infor-
mation.

.. . " . An onscreen bar that lets you scroll through a screen by tapping on it or

dragging it.

.--- The plastic buttons in the middle of the front of the PalmPilot that

let you scroll through screens.

. A reset in which you restart your PalmPilot, and any operating sys-

tem patches or add-ins are deleted.

The connection on the bottom of the PalmPilot that slips onto the cra-

dle to allow the PalmPilot to communicate with a desktop computer. You can also

connect the serial port to a modem. A serial port is also another term for a COM port

on a desktop computer.

"im : -. . ‘ A Graffiti stroke that lets you enter abbreviations that are automatically

expanded into words or phrases.
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silhureened buttons Buttons that have been silkscreened onto the bottom of the

PalmPilot and that, when tapped, let you run programs or functions.

0P SMTP servar A computer used by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) that lets you
f01" send email.

soft reset A reset in which you restart your PalmPilot but in which no data or pro-
grams are lost.

1 a spreadzheet A piece of software that is like an electronic ledger that lets you per-
form many different kinds of calculations, especially having to do with budgets.

stylus The plastic-tipped pen included with the PalmPilot that you use to write in
the Graffiti area and to tap on the screen.

TCPHD The underlying technology that allows computers to communicate with
each other on the Internet.)u

To-Do List The application in your PalmPilot that lets you keep track of your
to-dos.

warm reset Same as semi-soft reset.

Week View The View in the Date Book that shows you the week’s appointments.

['—
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)
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desktop software
0 Take notes with the

Memo Pad

O Keep track of
names and addresses

electronically
6 Connect to the

Internet from the

palm of your hand
9 Get data and

information into your
Palm computer

0 Stay in touch with
email on the road

0 Track your expenses
before you get back
to the office

Discover how to get the most out of
your PaJmPilot and Palm III with

Que’s Plus Pack for Pathilot.
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Visit us online at

QUE http://www.mcp.com
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